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Dear Chicago Boaters:
I can’t remember when a summer has come and gone so quickly! After rushing to
open the harbors following another harsh winter, we enjoyed almost perfect boating
weather for most of July, August and September. We all witnessed thousands of boats
on the lake, enjoying all diﬀerent kinds of boating, from parties in the playpen, to
special events like the Air and Water Show, to sailing and cruising. I’ll take another
summer in 2016 just like 2015, minus the harsh winter.
Next year, 2016 looks to be an historic year for the Chicago boating community.
Chicago will host the Louis Vuitton America’s Cup World Series at Navy Pier on June 1012. Six international teams, sailing AC45 catamarans, will battle it out in the waters
just oﬀ Monroe Harbor. These boats, capable of speeds of over 40 mph, will create a
racing spectacle never before seen on the Great Lakes. I can’t wait.
With the America’s Cup World Series, there will be a series of events for Chicago
boaters. On Saturday, June 11th, we are planning a huge raft-up party, complete with
entertainment on a ﬂoating platform inside Monroe Harbor to watch the race. On
Sunday, a giant sailing rally is in the works. We will provide additional details as they
become available.
The America’s Cup authority has chosen Tod Reynolds, Director of the Chicago Match
Race Center, to organize the Louis Vuitton America’s Cup World Series in Chicago. Tod
will be reaching out to the CYA, the yacht clubs and other members of the yachting
community for their support of this exciting event.
Finally, in June 2016, we will hold our second annual Harbor Fest, with live music, food,
drinks and a boat show. Last year, we had 8 live bands playing at the pool deck at 31 st
Street and 40 new boats on display. Harbor Fest 2016 will be even bigger.
Have a great winter. We look forward to seeing you next spring.
Fair winds,

CHICAGO
PARK
DISTRICT

Scott Stevenson
Executive Vice President, Westrec Marinas
WESTREC
MARINAS
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Publisher’s Note
Weather
And Its
Folklore
We had a lot of
fun researching
the famous
proverb on this
magazine’s cover.
Red sky at night was first recorded in
Matthew XVI in the 1382 Wycliffe Bible.
“When it is evening, ye say, it will be fair
weather: for the sky is red. And in the
morning, it will be foul weather today:
for the sky is red and lowring.” Another
version is found in one of Shakespeare’s
poems, “Like a red morn, that ever yet
betoken’d wreck to the seaman – sorrow
to the shepherds.”
Weather folklore and its proverbs have been
handed down ever since people needed to
predict weather. Both sailors and farmers
relied upon it to navigate ships and plant
crops. The most accurate proverbs are those
that reflect environmental basics such as
“red sky” does. The colors we see in the
sky are from the rays of sunlight being split
into colors of the spectrum as they pierce
through the atmosphere. When there is
moisture and particles in the air at sunrise
or sunset, the sky appears red.
Please enjoy the featured weather
articles and the amazing photography
that accompanies them.
We have lots of great news from Navy
Pier and our beautiful Riverwalk, as well
as wonderful updates from all of our
esteemed yacht clubs and members with
their many victories and challenges. We
send hearty congratulations to all of the
racers for their accomplishments.

CYA is also very proud to announce CYA’s
Boat of the Year for 2016, MEAT, owned
by Brian Kennalley, Edward Mui, and Craig
Roehl. This great honor will be celebrated
at our Annual Yachting Celebration at the
Chicago Yacht Club Belmont Station on
December 12th.
We share more great news that Chicago
was selected to host an America’s Cup trial.
This is an historic honor, and we look
forward to hearing more in the New Year.
We always strive to present beautiful
photography, and again this year we have
dramatic photos of lightning, ice, and the
beautifully decorated boats that battled
Chicago’s wind and weather for Venetian
Night at Navy Pier. For those interested in
learning more about Venetian Night, we will
be at the Boat Show in January and will have
all the particulars on the date for 2016.
Thank you to our illustrious United States
Coast Guard, the Chicago Police Marine
Unit, the Chicago Fire Department Marine
and Dive Operations, and our Commodore
Walter “Sonny” Lisowski that led the boat
parade. We extend a very special thank
you to Scott Stevenson at Westrec who
graciously supplied a floating dock to
ensure the safety of the boats participating
in Venetian Night.
There is never enough to be said for all of
our contributors, advertisers and staff –
you are “Yachting in Chicago.” Thank
you for your support.
Holiday Greetings and Good Wishes for a
healthy and safe 2016 boating season.

“IDEALS ARE LIKE STARS: WE NEVER REACH
THEM, BUT LIKE THE MARINERS OF THE SEA, WE CHART
OUR COURSE BY THEM.”
- CARL SCHURZ
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MESSAGE FROM THE COMMODORE

CHICAGO YACHTING ASSOCIATION 2015
By Commodore Walter “Sonny” Lisowski

T

o serve as Commodore of the Chicago
Yachting Association, one of the
most prestigious organizations on the
lakefront, is truly an honor. I have followed
some of the finest boaters in Chicago who
are all now known to the organization as CYA
Past Commodores. I have the deepest respect
for all of those who took up this challenge of
leadership. I, too, will soon fall into their rank
as CYA Past Commodore.
Chicago is a unique place to be a boater. The
CYA, area yacht clubs and local maritime organizations are equally
as unique. The huge volume of fresh water that is Lake Michigan
can be a challenge. The CYA is dedicated to staying abreast of
issues and information affecting this area of the Great Lakes.
The CYA is a melting pot of all that happens on Lake Michigan.
When pertinent information is gathered, CYA passes it on to our
members immediately. This has been a responsibility of the CYA
for decades. Technology today enables us to distribute important
information promptly. The CYA is the wheelhouse that helps
deliver any and all information to CYA members and area boaters.
Safety on the water is first on our agenda. Working with the
United States Coast Guard and other First Responders such as
the Chicago Police Marine and Helicopter Unit and the Chicago
Fire Department Marine and Dive Operations, CYA brings all
important information to our membership. Let’s not forget
the most understaffed of all the First Responders, the Illinois
Department of Conservation Police. They supply important
information regarding Illinois laws and other related information.
Our members appreciate receiving important marine information
in a timely fashion.

While distributing emergency information takes priority, CYA also
distributes information on local events of interest to the marine
community. For example, the newest Chicago harbor at 31st Street
has become a destination for concerts, sporting events and fun in
the sun. Many of the 31st Street events have been family-friendly
endeavors of our harbor management company, Westrec. Boating is
a family sport, and the CYA would like to thank Westrec for their
desire to be family friendly with the events at the 31st Street Harbor.

On another note, this past August 12 the
CYA was involved with the Swim Across
America organization. My boat, Mirage was
the paramedic boat as 12 swimmers swam
across Lake Michigan, taking turns in one hour
legs. We started off at 31st Street Harbor and
after 43 miles and 20 hours of endurance, the
swimmers landed in Michiana, a beach on the
Michigan and Indiana boarder. The swimmers
raised over $50,000 dollars for Rush University
Cancer Center! Because the Chicago Yachting
Association encompasses the yacht clubs
throughout the Chicago lakefront, it was easy for us to assist the
Swim Across America organization with their boating needs for
this event.
As Commodore of the CYA, I have been able to assist various
marine organizations and yacht clubs. The CYA has many
members like myself that individually donate their time to get
involved with venues where we can hear first-hand what is
happening in the Chicago marine community and in other boating
areas around the country. We have a member of the CYA on the
Chicago Harbor Safety Committee; another is past president of
the National Boating Federation. We are also represented on the
Mayor’s Fishing Committee, The Judd Goldman Adaptive Sailing
Foundation and the Chicago Christmas Ship Committee. CYA
members also attend meetings for various city organizations from
the Chicago Park District to the Chicago Sports Commission.
My experiences as Commodore of the Chicago Yachting
Association have been very gratifying. I am proud of my service
to the boaters of the Chicago area and am honored to have
been instrumental in expanding CYA’s outreach in the marine
community. And now I look forward to joining the illustrious
group of CYA Past Commodores.
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CHICAGO POLICE MARINE & HELICOPTER UNIT
Lt. Allison J. Schloss, Commanding Officer

the busiest commercial hubs on the Great
Lakes, and with numerous sightseeing
vessels and recreational boats passing
through our waters, and the recent influx
of electric and human-powered boats,
our unit is kept busy assisting the boating
public all season long.

The 2015 boating season was very busy
for the Chicago Police Marine Unit.
Similar to last year, winter did not want
to let go until spring was almost over,
and we were left with a summer that
gave us a few weeks of over 80 degree
weather! What an absolute treat! How
could you not enjoy spending time out
on our lakefront?
Whatever the season, the Chicago
Police Marine Unit is ready to
respond via water or land within
our jurisdiction, and surrounding
jurisdictions, whenever we are needed. We
are tasked with multiple responsibilities along
all of Chicago’s waterways, which include 80
square miles of Lake Michigan, 27 miles of
Lake Michigan shoreline, 38 miles of Chicago
River System, in addition to Lake Calumet,
Wolf Lake and many lagoons and ponds
throughout the City of Chicago. With so
many waterways, it is no surprise Chicago is
home to the largest municipal harbor system
on the Great Lakes, with more than 6,000
slips and moorings.

Our Twitter handle is
@ChicagoPDAirSea.
Come check us out.

This summer our unit participated in
a number of events, including several
boating safety events at the beginning
of the season and Operation Dry Water,
which is a National Boating Under the
Influence Awareness and Enforcement
campaign. We also participated in the July 4th
Fireworks events; 2015 Mac Race festivities;
Eastland Disaster commemorative activities; the
Venetian Night Parade at Navy Pier; the ITU
World Grand Finale Triathlon; and Chicago’s
Lifetime Triathlon. A number of Yacht Club Fleet
Reviews kept us busy as well, and as always, one
of the City’s premier events that we oversee, the
Annual Chicago Air and Water Show.
Next summer, in addition to our many regular annual
activities, we have some great events to anticipate,
including the Louis Vuitton America’s Cup World
Series Race and the return of the Tall Ships.

The Marine Unit’s responsibilities include enforcing
state and local laws; conducting boating safety inspections; patrolling
the lakefront and harbors; conducting Homeland Security patrols;
and responding to a variety of marine distress calls such as persons
in the water, vessels taking on water, vessels on fire, and vessels in
need of other assistance (i.e., tows or battery jumps). Our members
conduct daily patrols along the lakefront and river system of our
City’s critical infrastructure. To serve and protect on the waterways,
Chicago Police Marine Unit Officers are trained in Hull and Pier
Search Techniques and Underwater Ordinance Detection.

During these upcoming winter months, boaters should make
sure they ready themselves for next season by ensuring they have
all the proper safety equipment on board their vessels. Ship to
Shore radios, including a battery backup, along with flares and
throwables should be on board all vessels. Most important is that
every person on board has a personal floatation device; they save
lives! Always remember to check the weather before heading out,
as Lake Michigan weather can change in an instant.

Our unit is responsible for responding to any criminal incidents
that occur on the waterways within our jurisdiction. The Chicago
Police Marine Unit regularly trains to be able to respond to multiple
simultaneous critical incidents as well. The Port of Chicago is one of

The Chicago Police Marine Unit is always ready to respond to
the next person or vessel in need. In August this year, we started
a Twitter account to help keep our community informed of
important information.

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

Crew members from Station Calumet Harbor participate in the Annual Christmas Tree Ship event with Coast Guard Cutter Mackinaw at Navy Pier.

Marine Safety Unit Chicago crew members pictured with the Blackhawks 2015 Stanley Cup at the United Center.

Marine Safety Unit Chicago facility inspectors perform a safety exam at a regulated facility along the
Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal.
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Marine Safety Unit Chicago vessel inspector examines a life raft installed
on a towing vessel.

Station Calumet Harbor and Marine Safety Unit Chicago participate in a ceremony marking the 100th Anniversary of the Eastland Disaster.

Coast Guard Cutter Mackinaw at Navy Pier for the Annual Christmas Tree Ship event.

Christmas Tree Ship pictures

A pollution responder from Marine Safety Unit Chicago oversees
a clean up operation of a diesel spill in Indiana.

A marine inspector from Marine Safety Unit Chicago inspects a shaft on a Laker at a shipyard in Sturgeon Bay.
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Lightning ahead of a large Rain Shaft

An active line of Thunderstorms viewed from space.

Look, Up in the Sky . . .
W

ith our vessels tucked safely away for the winter, it’s
the perfect opportunity to spend some time reading in
preparation for next season. Arrange a crackling fire and a freshly
popped bowl of popcorn with your favorite cold weather drink.
Thunderstorms have taken the winter off as
well. Now is a good time to digest an overview
of these pesky creatures. Experience is a good
teacher, but some things are best learned from
other people’s experiences or in a classroom.
Thunderstorms are one of those things.
I like to encourage mariners to begin learning
about thunderstorms by first making a habit to
look up and become aware of the sky above and
around them instead of relying on an app. It’s
more of an aesthetic request than an educational
one. Unless people feel an emotional attachment
to the sky, they generally don’t care about it. But
what happens in the sky can threaten our safety
on the water.

10

Looking up seems to be the hard part. I learned this from many of
my sailing students. It would be a glorious summer day out on Lake
Michigan. The sky was cobalt blue punctuated by white, fluffy clouds
basking in the sunshine. I would have them close their eyes (yes, even
the helmsman) and then ask them to tell me what
the sky looked like. Very few of them could.

Cloud Iridescence from Ice Crystals in Cirrus Cloud

The sky contains many clues as to what is going on in the
atmosphere. Looking up to become familiar with it is the first step
in learning what’s normal and what’s to come. Clouds are visual
“signposts” in the sky. Clouds, properly interpreted, will tell you
more about what’s going on in the atmosphere than you ever thought
possible. But you have to look up, and you have to understand what
the clouds are telegraphing.

by James Johnson

Seeing the sky as more than the sum of its parts
is not something people do very often. Our life’s
activities are circumscribed by rain or sunshine.
Our lives are governed by the alternating light
and darkness we call day and night. Some of
our psychological moods can be metaphorically
sunny or grey depending upon the weather. But
like people who can’t see the forest for the trees,
it appears that many mariners are oblivious to
the sky as an entity unto itself. The opposite of
aesthetic is anesthetic, and unfortunately, many
mariners are numb to the beauty, majesty and
power of the sky.

The sky is where it all happens like the boiling clouds that grow
into thunderstorms and appear so frequently in our summer skies.
These clouds are made up of trains of tiny bubbles. These bubbles
are made up of moist air, briskly rising to great heights like many
hot air balloons with their propane burners turned up high. The
champagne-like flow of these air bubbles owe their buoyant lift not
to flames, but to heat released in their ascent as moisture condenses
from a gaseous state into liquid cloud droplets along the way.
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Over 40,000 Thunderstorms generate each day around the world.

Every thunderstorm has a
life cycle. It is born, it grows, and
it dies. They begin in several different
ways. Sometimes it’s along weather fronts.
Sometimes they are born in clusters of
storms covering very large areas (the size of
states), and sometimes they form as isolated
storms scattered about over large areas.
Regardless of their birthplace, when the
moist air bubbles condense into cloud
droplets, they become visible as a “cotton
puff” known as a cumulus cloud. Every
thunderstorm starts out as a snappy, little
cumulus cloud – but not all cumulus clouds
become thunderstorms. A “weather-wise”
mariner can tell the difference.
Thunderstorms that develop along lines
are called “squall lines.” They begin as air
is forced upward just ahead of and along a
cold front. Although the weather can often
be intense, it’s usually confined to a narrow
zone, and the storms usually move quickly.
This means they will affect a particular
location only for a relatively short period.
They are fairly well forecast, and you should
know about their arrival in plenty of time to
do something about them.
Another type of thunderstorm belongs
to a system of thunderstorms called a
“Mesoscale Convective Complex” or
MCC. It is composed of many individual
thunderstorms that are acting together and
appear to “co-operate” with each other in
a highly synergistic manner. This creates
a very large and long-lived atmospheric
circulation (hundreds to a thousand or more miles
across). They occur frequently at night in
the Midwest and are often circular in shape
when viewed by satellite or radar.

The good news – they are well forecasted,
and you will know about them 12 to 24
hours in advance. The bad news – they
move slowly, and once they arrive, they will
be around for quite a while.

The sky contains many clues
as to what is going on in the
atmosphere.
The ones you need to be the most
concerned about are the ones you
should be watching for in the sky. These
thunderstorms occur as isolated, individual
storms called “Air Mass” thunderstorms.
They are randomly distributed across a
broad area (or air mass) of similar temperature
and moisture conditions favorable for
convection. They are very hard to predict
and you have a very short window to
prepare your boat and crew. Because
afternoon heating is not uniform, local
“hot spots” are produced which act as
small-scale lifting mechanisms to launch
the bubble train skyward. These storms
are fairly short-lived and only affect a
relatively small area during their lifetime.
That’s good as long as your boat is not in
the small area they are affecting. Because
they occur in such random fashion and
because they are extremely hard to predict,
it’s really up to you to become your own
forecaster – yes, by looking up to the sky.
The National Weather Service will only give
you a statistical probability forecast that
some specific locale would be affected by
a “chance” of these types of storms in an
afternoon (30% chance of thunderstorms,
for example).

It is during the Mature Stage of a
thunderstorm that all the action takes place.
The cloud formation changes and the most
intense lightning usually occur just prior
to the heaviest rainfall. Hail and wind gusts
between 30-60 miles per hour may soon
follow. You can imagine the havoc the
sudden onrush of these kinds of winds play
with a sailboat whose sails have not been

Air Mass Thunderstorms on a Hazy Day

reefed or dropped ahead of time.
The dying, or dissipating stage of a
thunderstorm is signaled by yet another
change in cloud structure, and raindrops
are no longer being produced inside the
cloud. The storm decays as the remaining
raindrops fall softly earthward.
The ancients saw the sky as an object of
sacred worship. Hopefully you will become
an interested observer and will look at the
day and night sky as an object of beauty
and stimulation, and from now on, as a
forecasting tool as well.
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SATURDAY, JUNE 27, 2015

CYA COMMODORES CRUISE

The CYA traditional Commodores Cruise moved forward to the
delight of all, and one could not have asked for a finer group of
friends and boating enthusiasts. Although it was a windy day and
lake conditions did not allow for traditional cruising, participants
“cruised” from club to club via automobiles. The Commodores
visited the north side clubs this year, alternating south side to
north side as they have done for the last few years. Everything was
truly remarkable, and the event was a success.
Burnham Park Yacht Club (Host Commodore Janet McCarthy)
The morning began with a gracious welcome into a warm
atmosphere. A continental breakfast, spirits and a pastry lovers
delight were enjoyed by all of the guests, as was the beautiful
view – the best view in the city. It was a morning to remember.
Chicago Yacht Club (Host Commodore Gregory Miarecki)
The guests were welcomed to Chicago Yacht Club, rich with
Chicago history, having been founded in 1875. Participants
enjoyed a delicious menu along with a variety of cocktails
and beverages. The view
and gorgeous architecture
offered spectacular photo
opportunities. It was an ideal
atmosphere for friends to
catch up with one another,
and towards the end of
the event a very special
birthday was celebrated.
The Commodores joined
in wishing Ed Stein, Past
Commodore of the Sea
Scouts, a happy 97th birthday.
Diversey Yacht Club (Host Commodore Kathy Abdul)
The enthusiastic Vice Commodore of the Diversey Yacht Club,
Art Koegel greeted the CYA Commodores. Several DYC members,
enjoying a sunny day at the club, also welcomed CYA. The chef
prepared a wonderful array of appetizers and the bar was ready,
willing and happy to serve. Everyone had a great time.
12
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Belmont Yacht Club

(Host Commodore Dan Waters)
Next, everyone navigated north
to the Belmont Yacht Club. Each
guest was granted permission
to board the John B. Mack club
ship and was received with open
arms by Commodore Waters, the
Board and the members. The CYA
Commodores were delighted with
the food and spirits offered, and
enjoyed hearing about the many
contributions of BYC members. It
was truly an afternoon that inspired
the attendees.
Chicago Corinthian Yacht Club

(Host Commodore John Madey)
Chicago Corinthian Yacht Club was
founded in 1934. It provides a
unique and relaxing atmosphere
tucked away near the Montrose
nature preserve and bird sanctuary.
It is an accurate reflection of its
name and history. The Corinthian
spirit is evident in the activities of
the members and the club. The
visit was truly appreciated by the
Commodores, eager to unwind after
a long day.

CHICAGO’S CHRISTMAS SHIP
Celebrating the Spirit of the Holiday Season and Chicago’s Marine Heritage
by George V. Kisiel, 2015 Chairman, Chicago Christmas Ship Committee

T

he Chicago Christmas
Ship is Chicago’s largest all

volunteer charitable support program
for inner city youth and their families at
Christmas time. Over the last decade and a
half, Chicago’s Christmas Ship, a consortium
of organizations that includes the Chicago
Council of the Navy League of the United
States, Chicago Marine Heritage Society,
Chicago Yachting Association, International
Shipmasters Association, United States
Coast Guard, and United States Coast Guard
Auxiliary, with the help of other maritime
and community service organizations, has
distributed over 18,000 trees to deserving
families living in underserved communities
throughout the City of Chicago. Chicago’s
Christmas Ship Committee raises funds and
organizes the event that takes place the first
weekend in December at Navy Pier.

cargo of freshly cut pines to a dock near the
Clark Street Bridge over the Chicago River.
There, eager turn-of-the-century Chicagoans
would anxiously await the arrival of the
Rouse Simmons and her precious cargo, the
symbol of the holiday season. Consistent
with the spirit of giving that the Christmas
season brings, Captain Schuenemann often
made trees available to those less fortunate
free of charge. In the winter of 1912 the
Rouse Simmons along with her captain and
crew and her cargo of 5,000 Christmas trees
bound for Chicago were lost in a storm
30 miles off the Wisconsin shoreline near
Two Rivers, thus marking the end of an
era. The story of the Christmas Tree Ship
reminds us of our city’s maritime heritage,
the courage and generous spirit of those
merchant mariners who ply their trade on
these inland seas, and the dangers they face
transporting the goods and raw materials
that fuel our region’s economy.
Since the turn of this century U. S. Coast
Guard cutters including the Mackinaw
(WAGB-83 & GLBB-30) and the Alder
(WLB-216) have filled the role of the Rouse
Simmons, transporting a cargo of 1,200
Christmas trees from northern Michigan
to Chicago’s Navy Pier. From there they are
made available to deserving families. The

trees not only bring joy to underserved areas
of the city, but also serve as a means for local
service organizations to connect with their
community and expand their outreach and
effectiveness.
A central theme of Chicago’s Christmas
Ship is the concept of “Kids helping Kids.”
Chicago’s Christmas Ship works with local
schools providing curriculum for the
classroom and educational presentations
on board both the USCG cutter Mackinaw
and Chicago’s Tall Ship Windy during the
weekend’s events. Youth organizations are
invited to provide the manpower for the
event, unloading trees from the cutter to
trucks for distribution to community service
organizations throughout the city.
This year’s event is planned to take place at
the east end of Navy Pier and will begin on
Friday, December 4, 2015, with the arrival
of the USCG cutter Mackinaw and her cargo
of 1,200 trees, and will culminate with our
Tree Ceremony on Saturday, December 5,
2015. Chicago’s Christmas Ship Committee
also organizes an annual Fireworks Cruise
aboard Chicago’s First Lady in support of
the event. For more details on the Fireworks
Cruise and this year’s Christmas Tree Ship
events please visit: www.christmasship.org.

The Arrival: Here Comes the Christmas Tree Ship
by Charles Vickery

The event is a modern-day re-enactment
of the annual arrival of the Christmas Tree
Ship, a Chicago tradition immortalized in
a series of paintings by famed maritime
artist Charles Vickery, which took place
in the waning days of the age of sail on
Lake Michigan. The story of the threemasted schooner, the Rouse Simmons and
her captain Herman Schuenemann is that of
a long forgotten Chicago institution. Each
year just after Thanksgiving, the ship would
make its season’s final passage from the
shores of northern Michigan laden with its

Tree Ceremony at Navy Pier

2015 yachting in chicago
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Riverwalk

By Michelle Woods, Assistant Project Director, City of Chicago, Department of Fleet and Facility Management (2FM)
The City of Chicago was pleased to open three new blocks of the
Chicago Riverwalk in May of 2015, extending the park west of
State Street to LaSalle. The Chicago Riverwalk is located on the
south bank of the main branch of the Chicago River in the heart
of the city’s central business district. The eastern portion starting at
Lake Shore Drive was completed in the 1990s, and the Michigan
and Wabash sections were completed in 2009.
The City of Chicago received permission from Congress to build
out 25 feet between each bridge and 20 feet underneath each
bridge, essentially redefining the navigational channel of the
Chicago River. The intent of the new linear waterside park is
to provide residents and visitors alike with an opportunity to
relax, dine and enjoy the river year-round. The project provides
a continuous promenade along the south bank of the Chicago
River from Lake Shore Drive to State Street with the construction
of the under bridge connections, establishing a safe, convenient
pedestrian pathway in the heart of downtown. In addition to the
east-west connection, there is also a vertical connection. An ADA
compliant ramp has been built between Clark and LaSalle streets,
in addition to the ADA ramp adjacent to the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial located east of State Street. These ramps, along with the
stairways, connect Upper Wacker Drive and river level activities.
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They improve access to the Chicago River, a natural resource and
amenity within the urban canyon of beautiful architecture.
Designers used Chicago’s famous movable bridges to create
“Rooms” based on various river typologies. The Riverwalk
“Rooms” include the Marina Plaza, the Cove, the River Theater,
the Water Plaza, the Jetty, and the Boardwalk. The Marina, the
Cove and the River Theater were actively used throughout the
2015 season, as was the eastern portion of the Riverwalk to Lake
Shore Drive.
Major features of the Riverwalk include public seating areas,
under-bridge connections, and sustainable native plant
landscaping. Retail spaces are also available, and a solicitation for
concessions to activate these spaces was issued in January of 2015.
Proposals were received for food and beverage service, bicycle
rental, and boat access including kayaks, tour boats, charter vessels
and recreational craft. Fourteen vendors were selected to provide
a variety of concessions for the 2015 season. The City intends to
issue a future Notice of Availability for vendors to program and
activate the Riverwalk for 2016. Opportunities will be available
between LaSalle Street and Lake Shore Drive.

The “Rooms” of Riverwalk
Marina Plaza (State to Dearborn)
includes docking opportunities for
recreational boats and public seating
areas facing the river. Trees were
planted in a continuous trench for
greater sustainability, and pedestrians
on Upper Wacker Drive will
eventually be walking along the tree
tops.
The Cove (Dearborn to Clark) gently
slopes toward the waterway like a
beach and provides a safe haven for
human-powered craft along the main
branch of the Chicago River. Native
landscaping along the riverbank can
tolerate rising river levels during
major storm events.
The River Theater (Clark to LaSalle)
is a grand stairway for seating and
watching the theater of the river. An
ADA compliant ramp is integrated
into the steps down to the waterway,
providing vertical access between
Upper Wacker Drive and the
Riverwalk. Growing from the steps
will be an urban forest providing
shade as well as an interesting visual
effect from Upper Wacker Drive and
from the river. Amenities to allow
docking of water taxis and charter
boats line the riverbank.

Water Plaza (LaSalle to Wells)
integrates water into the overall
design. A children’s fountain allowing
for physical interaction with water is
the prominent feature of this sunny
area.
The Jetty (Wells to Franklin) will
be a great public space for ecological
education and observation along
our urban river. The Jetty will have
a series of floating gardens that will
provide shelter and protection for
a variety of fish and other aquatic
species. The Jetty landscape will be
an extraordinary educational platform
for local school groups to observe and
understand the ecological cycles of
habitat, vegetation and water quality.
The Boardwalk (Franklin to Lake) is
the western anchor of the Riverwalk
and differs from the other blocks in
three ways: the breadth of views, the
amount of sunlight and the depth
of space. This is our largest space
and offers the most opportunity for
accommodating a wide variety of uses.
The construction will provide an open
green space for downtown workers to
enjoy while city planners consider the
potential of future development.

2015 yachting in chicago
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SALUS SUPREMA*
by Michael Borgstrom, President, Chicago Harbor Safety Committee

Safety is paramount. This is the credo of the Chicago

Each stakeholder sector has an elected representative who

Harbor Safety Committee (CHSC). The committee was

is responsible for keeping the CHSC Board and committee

formed in July of 2013 comprised of recreational and

members informed of issues relating to their stakeholder

business stakeholder organizations within the Chicago

interests. The Recreational Boating Sector is represented

marine community, and governmental agencies which have

by Scott Baumgartner, Past Commodore of the Chicago

regulatory, policy and/or law enforcement responsibility on

Yachting Association.

Chicago’s waterways.
The goal of the CHSC is work together as a collective

couple of years. We have successfully collaborated with the

partnership to identify, assess, plan, communicate and

city on the Chicago Riverwalk project; installed directional

implement operational and environmental measures

signage on the Chicago River for small rental craft and

to ensure the safe, secure, efficient and balanced

human-powered craft and new “No Wake” signage at Lake

management and development of Chicago’s waterways,

Shore Drive; distributed numerous alerts, publications

including the Chicago River and Lake Michigan. The

and documents relevant to safety on the waterways;

committee links all marine stakeholder interests into a

coordinated and collaborated on filming and special

forum for issues relating to safe and appropriate use of

events on the Chicago River and Lake Michigan; facilitated

Chicago’s navigable waterways.

operational modification of the Centennial Fountain Water

The CHSC is comprised of nine stakeholder sectors:
•

Bareboat Charters

•

Civic/Neighborhood/Environmental Advocacy
Organizations

•

Commercial Vessel Operators- Barge & Towing

•

Commercial Vessel Operators- Passenger
(49 passengers or less)

•

•

Cannon; and developed a Chicago waterway-specific safety
education presentation.
These are just a few example of the outstanding work
the committee has done. There are still many challenges
ahead. CHSC members are very concerned about the
proliferation of illegal charters, shortage of manpower and
resources for Federal, State and Local marine units, the
explosion of traffic and congestion on the Chicago River
and inconsistent training and erratic operators of small

Commercial Vessel Operators- Passenger

rental craft. The solutions will not come easy. It is up to

(50 passengers or more)

all of us to continually ask ourselves what we can do to

Human-Powered Craft Organizations

enhance and improve marine safety so that everyone can

(Paddling & Rowing)

use Chicago’s waterways safely and responsibly.

•

Merchant Mariners- Passenger, Barge & Towing

*”Let the safety of the people be the highest law” from

•

Recreational Boating Organizations
(Powerboat & Sailing)

•

Shoreline Facility Operators/Business Owners/
Developers
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The committee has accomplished quite a bit over the past
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Cicero’s De Legibus

YACHTSPERSON OF THE YEAR

GARY FERACOTA
Gary Feracota grew up in the Chicago area.
He is an Eagle Scout and was educated at
Northern Illinois where he earned a degree
in Physics, and at the University of Chicago,
where he was awarded a MBA. He spent
many years in management consulting and
the software industry. Sailing has become his
avocation and a vocation of sorts.
In 1998, Gary helped his wife Patti found
Pinnacle Yachts, a fractional leasing program
for sail and power, which makes on-thewater experiences available to many people
both financially and logistically. Pinnacle has
been wildly popular since its inception and
now has boats in many harbors in Chicago,
Miami, and Annapolis. In 2014, Pinnacle
had 420 members with an average age of
50. They own 30 boats in Chicago, and have
delivered more than 50,000 member uses.
While Gary continues to work with Pinnacle
Yachts, he spends much of his time with the
Pinnacle Foundation, a 501(c)3 charity that
supports the arts, education and community
service. Underwritten by Pinnacle Yachts,
the Foundation offers unique on-the-water
experiences as a means to raise funds for
the organizations it supports. Gary says of
the Foundation, “We want to have impact

on small organizations that can make
big changes in the lives of children. We
started with a school in Cambodia that
teaches English to children, enabling
them as young adults to work in the
large tourist industry in the country.”
The Foundation has gone on to fund other
diverse organizations that are not big enough
to command large charitable donations.

This year the Chicago Regatta, a multievent fund raiser, donated to Bear Necessities
Pediatric Cancer Foundation. Gary says that
the Foundation likes to focus on different
worthy organizations each year to increase
impact. While the race had to be called this
year due to weather, a new aspect of the
Regatta was able to take place. It was a proam contest aboard M32 class carbon-fiber
catamarans on a five city tour, conducted in
conjunction with the Chicago Match Race
Center. The Chicago Regatta Dine and Dance
held at the Chicago Yacht Club was also
successful, and while all numbers are not
yet in, it is apparent that significantly more
money was raised this year.

Congratulations
Gary Feracota,
CYA Yachtsperson of the Year.

Some of the on-the-water experiences that
help raise funds for the Foundation are aboard
Ocean, an Andrews 77 race boat that Gary
likes to think of as Chicago’s flagship. Ocean
is used to raise funds for the charity by selling
time aboard for various activities like the Air
and Water Show. She is also participating
in Louie’s Last Regatta in Milwaukee where
the crew will race in superhero costumes to
raise money for the Children’s Hospital of
Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Ocean is the leader
of the 9/11 Tribute on Lake Michigan, and
all proceeds from passengers aboard for this
event go to the Foundation.

businesses. The Committee is sanctioned
by the US Coast Guard and is the only
organization representing all of the
commercial and recreational groups on the
lake and in the river. It serves as a link
between marine stakeholders who have
mutual interests in the use of our navigable
waterways. Its purpose is to identify major
waterway safety hazards, estimate risk levels,
evaluate potential mitigation measures, and
set the stage for implementation of selected
measures to further reduce risks in the Port
of Chicago.
Gary is passionate about sailing. In addition
to taking Ocean across 2,500 miles of Lake
Michigan in a given year, Gary has competed
in the Caribbean 600 aboard a Volvo 70
and in the Fastnet, the infamous 600 mile
race around England and Ireland. He also
competes in the Chicago to Mackinac Race
and many others in this region. Gary is an
active member of the Chicago Yacht Club.
The Feracota family is strong in its
commitment to each other. Gary credits his
wife Patti with a steady personality and a
love of fun. Their oldest daughter, Gina just
graduated from Berkeley in Public Heath.
Julie is studying dance and accounting at the
University of Iowa. Christopher is in eighth
grade.
When asked about his vision for sailors
and boaters, Gary is vocal in his belief that
we should all be doing more as a unified
group: “We need to take our place to

actively support those less fortunate,
both physically and philanthropically.”

Gary Feracota also donates his time and
talents to sit on the Chicago Harbor Safety
Committee where he represents charter
2014 yachting in chicago
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Hardy White Jr.
Hardy enjoyed life, and he brought joy to those around him.
Hardy White was a past Commodore of Museum Shores Yacht
Club. Hardy had a great love of fishing and boating and spent
much time on Lake Michigan. When he joined the Chicago
Harbor system at 59th Street, it was only natural for him to also
join the Yacht Club. He was a kind person with good leadership
skills, and he soon moved up the ranks at Museum Shores. In
truth, Hardy was Commodore on and off for several years. He
tried more than once to step down but was repeatedly coaxed
back to support his Club.
Civic responsibility led Hardy to promote Museum Shores as well as
other clubs and organizations in Chicago. He took his responsibilities
seriously and was a valuable member of all organizations to which
he belonged. As Commodore and Past Commodore of Museum
Shores, he was active in the Chicago Yachting Association. Through
his interactions at CYA, it became apparent that he was stalwart in
his support of yachting. He was always willing to lend a hand and
shared his expertise in support of several CYA projects. His first love,
though, was Museum Shores.
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Hardy’s full name was Hardy Douglas White III, but he was Hardy
Jr. to most who knew him well. He was born and raised in Chicago
and spent much of his life in service to the city. After several jobs
at various companies, he joined the Chicago Police Department,
where he worked for almost 30 years. He even fulfilled a special
duty assignment as body guard for former Mayor Eugene Sawyer.
Perhaps it was the Police Department requirements for impeccable
uniforms that instilled in Hardy his style of dress, or perhaps it
was his work as a child model for Stewart Art Studio. Wherever
it came from, Hardy was always immaculately well-groomed. He
looked as charming as he was in personality. He was a very social
person who loved being around others. He was a good dancer and
attended many steppers events.
Hardy enjoyed life, and he brought joy to those around him. It is
with sadness that we bid him adieu.

James H. Wright

“Fair winds and calm seas my friend . . .”
Jim was an Irish lad born on a farm in upper state
New York in 1932 and left us in January 2015. He
is survived by 2 sons and 1 daughter who blessed
him with 11 grandchildren and 12 great-grandchildren. In 1975 Jim moved to Chicago where
he continued to work as a manufacturer’s rep until
he retired in 2005. He discovered the love of sailing while living here, and in 1979 he bought his
first sailboat, a Catalina 30, naming it Ti Tae. His
boat holds the grand distinction of being the first
through the wall into the new DuSable Harbor. Jim
became an avid sailor and joined Columbia Yacht
Club in 1982; he was an honorary life member when he passed.
He could be found every weekend and sometimes during the week
sailing the ports of Lake Michigan accompanied by many friends
and those who wanted to learn sailing. This brought great joy to
Jim, and the sailing community became a second family to him. In
2002 he bought another boat, Gypsy Lady, a 42-foot Beneteau and
turned over the helm of Ti Tae to another club member to keep it
in the Columbia family.
Over the years Jim offered many hours to the sailing community as he
took on many roles and volunteered his time to many sailing causes.
As a member of Columbia he became an intricate part of the membership, taking part in the Skipjacks sailing courses where he helped
teach many young adults the art of sailing both in classroom settings
and on the water abroad Ti Tae. He also took on some of these former
Skipjack graduates as crew for his weekend sailing endeavors.
Continuing in his efforts to spread the joy of sailing and also to better his beloved Columbia Yacht Club, Jim was voted on to the Board
of Directors for Columbia and eventually in 2000 and 2001 he
became the Commodore of Columbia. While under his watch the
club membership swelled to over 750 members and had the largest
Skipjack classes ever at Columbia. Jim was very adept at assembling
great staff and crew to help facilitate these activities. Jim could also
be found every year manning the Yacht Club booth at Strictly Sail

and enticing folks to “come on down,” “visit our
club” and eventually becoming new members. He
had great sailing tales to share with folks and generally just liked people!
Jim’s biggest joy in life was to bring people into the
sailing world, whether young or old. He loved working with the kids in the junior sailing school and also
with the Sea Scouts of Chicago. He became a member of the yachting Rotarians and participated in the
foreign exchange student sailing days and Daley’s
Kids days, where club members would take young
students out on the water for a fun day of learning to sail. Colombia
would sponsor a lunch for all after the sailing trip. It was a great day
for all involved and something Jim was very passionate about. To say
the kids loved it would be an understatement, although the adults
smiled a lot on those days as well.
Jim brought his love of sailing and community to the Chicago
Yachting Association and served in many official capacities with
them. One of their largest events is Venetian Night - a grand parade
of decorated boats participating for prizes of being “Best In Show.”
Jim was also a participant for a good many years; I remember best,
being dressed in grass skirts and coconuts as he drove Ti Tae dressed
as Christopher Columbus discovering the New World!
Jim participated in many maritime activities from hosting the Mayor
raising the harbor flag at DuSable, working with the Christmas Tree
ship bringing beautiful trees to the community, or coordinating
efforts among yacht clubs in support of the boating community.
He certainly had the Corinthian spirit, and nothing brought him
greater joy and happiness then introducing someone new to his
wonderful world of sailing.
I and all of us who knew Jim will remember him with love and joy
in our hearts every day we are on the waters of the Great Lakes and
beyond. We miss you Jim and salute you!
2015 yachting in chicago
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MAN OVERBOARD! NOW WHAT?
By Michael Hudec - Public Affairs Officer, United States Coast Guard Auxiliary*

It’s a beautiful day in June, and we’re out
on the boat. The sun is shining; it’s 80
degrees with not a cloud in the sky. I reach
out just a little too far with the net to grab
that monster you’re reeling in and lose
my balance. *Splash* Thankfully, I
was wearing my life jacket, and I didn’t
hit anything or get caught on anything. I
cough, sputter, and grumble a few choice
words under my breath. You laugh and help
me back onto the boat. Did either

of us think about cold
water survival? What about
shock?

Every year boaters unexpectedly find
themselves in the water. It happens.
Whether it’s a slippery deck, a rogue wave,
or a boat taking on water, the resulting
situation is the same. The preparation we
make before getting underway and what
we do in those initial seconds after falling
in will often determine whether we have a
funny story to tell our friends or whether
we become part of the year’s statistics.
Lake Michigan is almost always cold. When
we talk about cold water survival, people
usually think of a person falling through
the ice. Did you know anything less than
70 degrees is “cold” according to experts?
The larger the discrepancy between your
body temperature and the water, the faster
you lose heat. Layers of clothing help keep
warmed water close to your body, similar to
how a wetsuit works. Your life jacket does
this as well. I’m not suggesting 3 layers of
clothing in the summer or a wetsuit when
you’re on your sailboat. We’re not getting
heat stroke trying to protect ourselves from
hypothermia. What we can do is maximize
our chances for a safe rescue through a
couple of simple tricks.
20
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3. Huddle: If there are 2 or more
people in the water, huddle together. By
staying close to each other, you’ll conserve
energy and body heat. If you can, tether
your life jackets together. Being close
together also gives rescuers a larger target
to spot as they look for you.
Huddle Position

1. Stay with the boat: Once
you’ve radioed for help or set off your
EPIRB or PLB (if you don’t have one, get
one), rescuers will be looking for you
close to your boat. Unless the shore is a
quick and easy swim from you, conserve
your energy and heat. Swimming may feel
like it warms you up, but you’re actually
losing an immense amount of heat in the
process. The shore can also look much
closer than it actually is.

2. Get out of the water: Do
your best to get up and out of the water,
even if the boat is capsized. Water conducts
heat 25 times faster than air. The longer
you stay in the water, the worse off you’ll
be. Dry clothes are better than wet clothes;
wet clothes are better than no clothes.

4. H.E.L.P. position: Should you
find yourself in the water alone, the Heat
Escape Lessening Posture (HELP) position
will allow you to conserve body heat. While
wearing a life jacket, cross and tuck legs
and cross arms over your chest. This helps
decrease heat loss from the head, neck,
torso and groin areas.

* The U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary was
authorized by Congress on June 23rd,
1939. This act authorized the Coast Guard
to use civilian volunteers to promote boating
safety on the nation’s waterways. We are
the uniformed, civilian, all-volunteer arm
of the United States Coast Guard. For more
information about our organization and
what we can do for you, please visit
www.cgaux9wr.com.

Yachting Celebration
Burnham Park Yacht Club | December 6, 2014

NATIONAL
BOATING
FEDERATION
Presented by Keith Christopher,
President, National Boating Federation
Founded in 1966, the National Boating Federation (NBF) is the
largest non-profit, nationwide alliance of recreational boating
organizations. The Federation is composed of boating and yacht
clubs and their associations representing over 2,000,000 of
America’s recreational boaters.
NBF promotes safe boating through education, acts as a
legislative watchdog and advocates for favorable boating
legislation, regulations and best management practices. We
publish a monthly E-Bulletin, providing proposed legislation
relative to waterways and recreational boating safety.
Our membership represents no commercial interests and sells
no products. The Officers and Directors are all volunteers with
strong backgrounds in all aspects of recreational boating. Our
membership spans the continent from Canada to Mexico and from
the Atlantic to the Pacific oceans.
You can count on YOUR National Boating Federation’s continuing
commitment to the wise and direct use of YOUR boat tax dollars
for YOUR benefit … be it adequate access to our ocean waterways,
lakes and rivers, the right to passage and to anchor, or promotion
of our prudent exercise of those rights. NBF works to avoid
onerous legislation while promoting good legislation.

Recent examples of our support include:
•

Opposition to the Replacement of Visual Aids to
Navigation with Electronic Aids to Navigation.

•

Opposition to any increase in the ethanol content of
gasoline from the current 10% and urging our federal
legislators to vote for the RFS Reform Act that would end
the ethanol mandate.

•

Support the effort in Virginia to defeat Senate Bill 996,
which excluded anyone over age 45 from the mandatory
education law for boaters.

•

Support Florida boaters’ efforts to stop plans to limit and
control mooring areas.

•

Support H.R. 2273 Great Lakes Navigation System
Sustainability Act.

•

Monitor planning along the Atlantic, Pacific, and
Great Lakes to ensure the recreational boater is not
overlooked or excluded in developing uses for these
coastal regions.

There are several downloadable brochures available on the web
about programs such as DSC (Digital Selective Calling) proper
installation and use for boaters. These are the new marine radios
that have an emergency button that can send a continuous
distress signal along with location of a vessel, even if the captain
and crew are incapacitated.

For more information and how to join, visit us at
www.n-b-f.org.
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MEET MARCO
Marko Lucht began in the marine
business as a summer job when he
was in college. That was in 1969
when he ran the gas dock during the
midnight to 8:00 AM shift at Marina
City. By the end of that first boating
season he had become a boat handler
and day shift manager. In 1973 he
took over as operations manager, a
position he held at Marina City on
and off until 2006 for a total of thirty-four years for five different
management companies including BAM Marine and Skipper Bud’s.
It was during his 19 year tenure with Marc Berman for BAM that he
picked up his moniker “Marko” from customers in order to more
easily make the conversational distinction between him and his boss.
Marko enjoyed working with the boaters, and he was admired by
his customers. One of his favorite memories is the young mother at
Marina City who bought her little boy a plastic boat and toy crane so
that he could play “Marko” while he took his bath.
During his forty-six year career, Marko has also worked at such
Chicago area marinas as Goose Island, River City, South Branch, Canal
Street, Triple A, Belmont and Burnham harbors (for Skipper Bud’s)
and Riverdale Marina on the Little Calumet River. He has worked in
various capacities including boat handler, marine mechanic, marina
general manager, delivery captain, and even as a RiverBikes tour
guide. Since 2009 Marko has been with Crowley’s Yacht Yard
on the Calumet River where he serves as Dockmaster.
In addition to a career in the marine industry, Marko volunteers his
time and energy to promote maritime interests. Since 2000 he has
been a representative (for four different employers!) to the Chicago Yachting
Association where he has developed many long term friendships. He
is also an associate member and membership chair of the Chicago
Area Lodge #3 International Shipmasters Association.
For many years Marko’s avocation has been to work with urban
ministries, including volunteer stints at Circle Family Care in the Austin
area, New Moms in Humboldt Park, West Side Habitat for Humanity,
the West Suburban PADS homeless shelter (now Housing Forward), and
the Chicago Uptown Ministry, on whose board of directors he served
for over twenty years.
During his free time, Marko pursues his love of music, with a collection
of more than a thousand (mostly jazz) LPs. He can often be found in
some of Chicago’s many jazz and blues clubs.
Marko values the people he has come to know in all aspects of the marine
industry as well as in his community volunteering and his enjoyment of
music. His love of people is evident in his persona and how he interacts
with his customers, friends, and strangers. He likes people, and people
like him. It is always a pleasure to share time with him.

Icicles



By Jane McMillan
Photos by Steve Jowett

Have the winters seemed colder to you?

Even the locks are affected by the cold and ice

A 140’ USCG icebreaker tug attempts to help a ship
in deep ice
An 11 foot ice cliff near Mackinac Island in 2014

Contrary to popular stories, Lake
Michigan has never completely frozen over
in modern times. It has, however, come
very close. According to NOAA-GLERL*,
Lake Michigan was 95% frozen in 1979,
91% in 1994, 93% in 2014, and 89% in
2015. The 40 year average is 53%.
The treacherous winters keep pleasure craft
off of Lake Michigan, but shipping typically
continues in winter, except for the last two
years. Although the US Coast Guard ice
breakers can do
much to keep
shipping lanes
open, the buildup of ice and
the vulnerability
of the locks
interfere greatly.
The economic
impact of the
interruption
Captain Scott Smith says, “Sometimes there of shipping
is nothing to do but get out and pull.” can be felt
throughout the
area. Two years ago, there was a critical
shortage of ice melt that was directly due
to the shipping lanes used to transport the
product being impassable. We all felt the
direct impact of the shortage that winter,

but the more extensive effects of lost
production, lost jobs, and lost revenue can
carry on for years. The Great Lakes Maritime
Research Institute maintains that one-fifth
of all monies spent in America are in some
way related to Great Lakes shipping.
Much of what is happening on Lake
Michigan in the winter has its only
counterpart in arctic phenomena, things
historically seen only in polar areas. One
of the regular ice formations on Lake
Michigan is brash ice, an arctic occurrence
which is defined as accumulations of pack
ice (floating ice) made up of fragments,
often from the wreckage of other forms of
ice. If you have walked along the lakefront
in winter, you may have noticed brash ice,
or at least heard it. When ice has formed
at the shore (known as fast ice), wave
action can shoot large chunks, sometimes
2 meters wide or more, of brash ice over
the fast ice. The sound can be a loud swish
followed by a crash as more and more
chucks of brash ice bang into each other
and the fast ice and create large buildups. This arctic phenomenon can be a
predecessor to ice cliffs and caves.
Ice cliffs typically form near the shore and
can reach heights of 30 feet. The cliffs lead
to another arctic formation known as ice

caves. According to Wikipedia, ice cave
is not the name for what we see on Lake
Michigan. It is more like a glacial cave,
except that Lake Michigan is not a glacier.
It acts like a glacier, though, when the
temperatures are extremely low, something
like an extremely over chilled slushy.
The troubles don’t end with the passing
of winter. The situation on the Lakes can
become even more treacherous with the
spring thaws. As the ice melts and breaks
up, it moves offshore, and with the addition
of intense spring winds, it can then pile
up in the shipping lanes. These pile-ups
can stop even the largest Coast Guard ice
breakers and delay the opening of the locks.
In 2015, the locks which are usually open
by March had to delay until April.
The predictions for 2016 vary greatly, from
quite mild due to El Niño to periods of
extreme cold with lots of snow. The Coast
Guard is hoping for a milder winter, but
they stand by to assist no matter what
Mother Nature brings. As recreational
boaters, we don’t have the resources to do
that. No wonder we don’t leave our boats
in Lake Michigan over the winter!
* National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory was
established in 1974 to provide a focus for NOAA’s
environmental and ecosystem research in the Great
Lakes and coastal marine environments.
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2015

VENETIAN NIGHT
Photos by Nick Ulivieri Photography

What a night it turned out to be.
We have always had our run-ins with weather, but this year we
had more than ever before. High winds plagued us all day, and it
rained until noon. This caused many entrants to drop out of the
event, but we did have 7 hearty boats participate in the parade.
And as you can see in the accompanying photographs, they were
great. Many hearty souls came out to Navy Pier to experience the
parade and fireworks.
Westrec set up a floating pier for the contestants to dock and
decorate their boats. While this was a lot of work for Westrec, it
was a tremendous help for the participants. Thanks go to Scott
Stevenson and his crew who made it happen.
This year we had Alina Dix editing our script for our Announcer
Vince Gerasole, Features Reporter for CBS Chicago. He did a
wonderful job keeping things moving for his second year. Our
judges for the event were Patti Vasquez from WGN Radio, Tina
Carlson from Ivan Carlson and Associates, and John Chikow from
Magnificent Mile Lights Parade. This year our Dockmaster Crew
was headed up by Lloyd Karzan with Marko Lucht, Mark Linenberg
and Cathy VanDorpe. Once again Joann Murphy was our hostess
for the VIP area. Other committee members were Commodore
Walter Lisowski, Rear Commodore Douglas James, Past Commodore
Betty Lerner, Past Commodore Rich Lauric, Vice Commodore Casey
Chlebek, Secretary Sandra Smith, and Chuck Goes.
Working with Erika Taylor, Event Operations Coordinator, and
Jennifer Kramer, Director of Entertainment and Special Events,
along with their support personnel from Navy Pier made sure this
was an event to remember. Through their efforts, we held the
Kick Off once again aboard Shoreline Cruise’s Celebration.
Navy Pier also hosted a final briefing with a special treat just
26
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before the event. They also sponsored special recognition awards
for the top boats and the “People’s Choice.” Navy Pier has already
hosted the first committee meeting to get next year’s event
planning started.
This year we had a series of 3 seminars to help everyone prepare
for the event. Special thanks go to the clubs who hosted the
events: Belmont Yacht Club, Chicago Yacht Club, and Southern
Shore Yacht Club. The presenters at these events included: Dan
Waters, Tim Harrington, Randy and Rosalie Johnson, Hank Fiene,
Betty Lerner, Ted Jones, Lt. Allison Schloss from the Chicago
Police Marine Unit, Cdr. Ryan Manning from the USCG Marine
Safety Unit Chicago, and representatives from Station Calumet
Harbor USCG. These individuals provided tremendous support for
Venetian Night contestants.
Support for the actual event was provided by the Chicago Police
Marine Unit, US Coast Guard Station Calumet Harbor, Chicago
Fire Department Marine and Dive Operations, and Illinois
Department of Natural Resources. As they have for many years,
their boats led the parade with lights flashing and sirens blaring.
They also provided much behind the scenes support necessary for
an event like this. This year our own Commodore Sonny Lisowski
continued the parade with the Bridge officers and a color guard
provided by Shipmasters Lodge #3.
Of course an event is nothing without the participants and
spectators. We thank all those who braved the elements that day to
parade their boats, and those who came out to watch from Navy
Pier or on their boats. We are looking forward to improving the
parade for 2016 and seeing everyone there.

CYA AWARD WINNERS

1ST PLACE > SNOW WHITE - MORE WET DREAMS
Phil Edwards and Lynda Vena call Burnham Harbor home and are proud members of the Burnham Park
Yacht Club. They picked Snow White for their Venetian Night entry for the great characters – the dwarves,
the Evil Queen and the lovely Snow White. Released in 1937, Snow White was Disney’s first full length
feature production and was named as the Greatest American animated film of all time in 2008.
navy pier
people’s choice
award

2ND PLACE > PETER PAN - REFLECTIONS III

3RD PLACE > FROZEN - ROBERT ALLAN II

Second star on the right and straight on ‘til morning - set
a course for the magical home of Peter Pan and Tinkerbelle
called Neverland. The Sea Scouts from three Chicago Area Ships
recreated Captain Hook’s pirate ship for Venetian Night 2015.
Columbia Yacht Club, Jesus People USA and St. Paul Lutheran
of Skokie sponsor the Ships participating in Venetian Night
under the creative direction and supervision of leaders Teresa
Fleischman, Marty Bernstein, Randy and Rosalie Johnson, Bill
Luksha and Paula Biggio.

Operated by Captain Toby Lindo, the ROBERT ALLAN II is
believed to be the oldest powerboat moored in Chicago. It was
built by the Henry Grebe Company and launched just north of
Belmont Avenue in 1936. You might say the ROBERT ALLAN
II is “frozen” in time, and Queen Elsa used her magic to turn
the ship into ice to celebrate Venetian Night 2015! The SNOW
QUEEN is an original fairy-tale by Hans Christian Anderson
which Disney popularized in a feature movie.
2015 yachting in chicago
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T H E L AT E S T A D D I T I O N S

TO CHICAGO’S
SKYLINE.

TALL SHIPS ARE COMING SOON.
We look forward to welcoming you to Chicago’s Navy Pier
during Tall Ships® Chicago 2016 from July 27-31.

TALL SHIPS
CHICAGO 2016
NAVY PIER
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C H I CA G O C HO S EN
TO HOST THE LOUIS VUITTON AMERICA’S CUP WORLD SERIES

Chicago will make maritime history when it becomes the first freshwater
venue to host America’s Cup racing in the event’s 164-year history.
This event, a qualifier for the 2017 America’s Cup in Bermuda,
will take place June 10–12, 2016, at Navy Pier.
As the first fresh water venue for an America’s Cup event, we
hope to prove Ted Turner’s classic statement about Lake Michigan
following his participation in the Chicago Mac Race, “It’s no
Mill Pond!”
Celebrating its centennial in 2016, Navy Pier will be serving as
event headquarters. They will host the race village, a ticketed
viewing area, entertainment, and VIP hospitality areas for fans to
enjoy as the high-performance 45’ foiling catamarans race by at
40+ mph close to the shore.
Chicago residents will have several options available to come and
experience the America’s Cup activities. Spectator areas will be
available on Navy Pier, as well as along the wall of Monroe Harbor
and the Museum Campus with the tiered breakwalls creating
a natural amphitheatre around the race course. And boaters
who wish to come and watch the racing will be able to anchor
in designated spectator boat areas. There will also be special
amenities available to Chicago Harbor customers who wish to visit
the race area by boat during the event.

ORACLE TEAM USA, the defending America’s Cup champion, has
close ties to the “Windy City.” Larry Ellison, the team’s principal,
grew up in Chicago and studied at both the University of Illinois
and the University of Chicago. ORACLE TEAM USA team member
Matt Cassidy called Chicago home for the past five years before
relocating to Bermuda this past spring.
Chicago’s selection as a host for the Louis Vuitton America’s Cup
World Series is due in large part to Don Wilson, a passionate
sailor, longtime Chicagoan and CEO of DRW, a Chicago-based
principal trading firm. He founded the Chicago Match Race
Center (CMRC) in 2009 with the goal of bringing world-class
match racing to the shores of Lake Michigan. CMRC is the host
management company for the event.
“When the international sailing world arrives in Chicago next
summer, they will understand why Lake Michigan is called the
third coast,” said Wilson, who is chairman for the event.
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The committee boat readies for the race.

Proud sponsor of the Sea Scouts

BELMONT YACHT CLUB
Belmont Yacht Club is an organization for all people who love
sailing, boating and being on the water. In fact, our Club Ship
floats in Belmont Harbor. It provides us an opportunity to
extend and expand time on the water. The pictograph below
shows some of the things we enjoy most.

Dancing

There & Back Short-Handed Regatta

A lonely and wet early setup for Venetian Night

A formal wine dinner with magnificent pairings

Fleet Review 2015
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Burnham Park Yacht Club
The Best View of our City on Lake Michigan
With a spectacular view, both inside and out.

Come join us for the best in boating, dining and fun!
•
•
•
•
•

Fine dining and great appetizers
Make new friendships which will last a lifetime
Participate in time honored maritime traditions
Activities every weekend
Sailboat racing at its best
(First place Yacht Club in the 2015 Mackinac Island Race)

BURNHAM PARK YACHT CLUB HAS BEEN SERVING BOATERS AND THE COMMUNITY SINCE 1938.

Follow us on Twitter
@BPYC75
1500 S. Linn White Dr, Chicago, IL 60605

Burnham Park Yacht Cub

Lat. 41:51.51N Long. 87:36.33W

312.427.4664 www.bpyc.com

THE BURNHAM PARK YACHT CLUB
By Christopher Edmonds—Commodore
Burnham Park Yacht Club has been in existence for 77
years. Times have changed since then, but the love and
passion for boating has not diminished. Rather, it has
flourished. The Club’s original objectives were, “social pleasure
and entertainment of its members....and to develop and
encourage...yachting on the Great Lakes and tributaries thereto
in the United States of America.” Burnham Park Yacht Club has
continued and exceeded the traditions and expectations of the
original members.
BPYC is located on Northerly Island (adjacent to the old Meigs
Airfield). We now have a new neighbor, the First Merit Bank
Concert Pavilion, an outdoor concert venue. Members now
have an added benefit of being able to listen to many concerts.
Be it at First Merit Bank Concert Pavilion or Soldier Field,
artists including Jimmy Buffet, Phish, John Fogerty, Kenny
Chesney, Taylor Swift and many others are a benefit to the Club
and harbor. One can listen on the yacht club grounds or on a
boat in the harbor. We also have a great view for the Chicago
Wednesday and Saturday evening fireworks at Navy Pier.
Our facility and grounds are spectacular. The members of the
Burnham Park Yacht Club take pride in how the Club looks
inside and out. We invite you to come and experience our
slice of heaven and majestic world class view of Burnham
Park Harbor and our great City of Chicago. No other
establishment, let alone a Yacht Club, has this view!
Many of our members volunteer much time and effort and
utilize their areas of expertise for the benefit of the Club,
and it shows. BPYC has dedicated members on the Flag and
Board of Directors who chair numerous committees which
cover all facets of the Club and make BPYC the jewel it is. We
have a wealth of knowledgeable and active Past Commodores
who continue to work hard to make BPYC a wonderful place.
Many continue to work tirelessly.
Burnham Park Yacht Club has a rich tradition of providing
education, activities, entertainment and exposure to so much
as it relates to boating in the Chicago area and beyond. The

Burnham Park Yacht Club holds numerous seminars to assist
and educate its members: from navigation, safety, anchoring
and boat maintenance to self- defense, life saving techniques,
use of flares and docking.
BPYC’s Junior Sailing Program, started and run by
members, is a great source of pride for the Club. To see the
transformation of a young child into an accomplished sailor
is extraordinary and especially gratifying. With our emphasis
on self-confidence and teamwork, the juniors learn so much
more than just sailing skills. It is something our graduates will
use all their lives.
Our social programs and activities are numerous, year-round,
and second to none. The Club hosts many fun events throughout
the year including Pirate’s Balls, Poker Runs, Dinghy Raft
-offs, Valentine’s Day, Kentucky Derby, St. Patrick’s Day,
Super Bowl and Blackhawks play-off parties. The events
normally include live music which prompts members to get up
and dance and sing along. BPYC also has destination rendezvous
trips (South Haven and Hammond most recently) which have been a great
success with numerous members participating.
Numerous members of BPYC participate in the Wednesday
sailboat races as well as many of the local and national
regattas such as the Verve Cup and the Chicago NOOD.
Many are annual participants of one of the oldest worldrenowned fresh water races, the Chicago to Mackinac
Island Race.
We at the Burnham Park Yacht Club are extremely proud and get
to brag a little as participants in the 2015 Chicago Venetian
Night Tour of Boats. BPYC won first place. It’s a big deal.
Special thanks to members Phil Edwards and Steve Theis.
It has been so well stated by one of our Past Commodores,
“No matter how nice a place it is, it is the people who make
the difference. Even though we have an awesome location at
BPYC, without great people, it would just be a building. We
are so fortunate to have both!”
2015 yachting in chicago
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ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF BOATING WITHOUT
THE EXPENSE OF BOAT OWNERSHIP
Simply put, joining a boat club can make
boating simple again! Freedom Boat Club
brings hassle free boating to Chicago - no
maintenance, no fueling, no cleaning, no
hassle. Not only can you boat in Chicago as
much as you would like, but you get access
at our 94 other locations nationwide.

year. Freedom Boat Club members have
embraced their love of boating, cruising
and fishing without taking on the
responsibility of owning an actual boat.

Owning a boat can be rewarding, but those
rewards take a lot of work, time and money.
Now there is an alternative; Freedom
Boat Club ushers in a new era for boating
enthusiasts in Chicago.

“Freedom Boat Club handles all of the
maintenance, insurance, training and
upkeep,” says Freedom Boat Club of
Chicago owner, Mike Ginter. “Our members
really get to enjoy all of the benefits and
pleasures of unlimited boating without the
hassles, disappointments and cash outlay of
ownership.”

Whether you are a current boat owner
looking for an alternative to owning
your own boat, or new to boating and
want to enjoy the benefits of boating on
Lake Michigan and the Chicago River,
Freedom Boat Club may be for you. Being
a member could save you thousands each

Freedom Boat Club was founded in 1989
in Florida and has experienced steady
growth as more individuals and families
discover the advantages of Freedom Boat
Club membership over boat ownership.
The benefits of being a Freedom Boat Club
of Chicago member do not stop at cost

HASSLE
FREE
BOATING IN
CHICAGO
AND 94
OTHER
LOCATIONS
AROUND
THE
savings alone. Members
COUNTRY!

enjoy reciprocal access to
over 90 other Freedom
Boat Club operations and over 1,000 boats
across the United States. Freedom Boat
Club of Chicago members are also entitled
to special discount membership in the
prestigious Corinthian Yacht Club and
can take advantage of special memberonly events, seminars and unlimited basic
training with USCG licensed instructors.
For more information on the benef its of
membership in Freedom Boat Club,
call 847.561.7777, or
visit FreedomBoatClub.com.

CHICAGO SAIL & POWER SQUADRON
By Commander George McGuire, Chicago Sail & Power Squadron
The United States Power Squadrons® is the largest recreational
boating organization in the world, with more than 35,000 members.
For over 100 years the USPS has worked to make the water a safer
place through boating education, civic service, and fellowship.
With the United States Power Squadrons®,
a boater, either power or sail, can improve
their boating skills and knowledge in a
classroom setting with certified instructors
that volunteer their time to help make the
sport of recreational boating safer and more
enjoyable.

The United States Power Squadrons® also provide complimentary
Vessel Checks, to insure that your boat is properly equipped with
emergency items such as fire extinguishers, life jackets, and operating
bilge pumps to name a few. As we are not a law enforcement
agency, we do not issue citations if your
boat does not pass the inspections. We do
advise you as to what is needed to meet the
requirements of the US Coast Guard. Once
a vessel has successfully passed inspection,
a sticker is provided to show that you are in
compliance.

The Chicago Sail & Power Squadron is one
of 14 Squadrons that make up District 20,
which covers northern Illinois, southern
Wisconsin, and northwest Indiana. This
group of experienced and well educated
boaters offers many opportunities to attend classes from basic
boating skills to navigation using the sun and stars to determine
location and course. The ability to chart your course and determine
your location not only adds to the fun of cruising, but it could also
save your life in the event that your electronic navigation systems
were to fail.

The Vessel Safety Checks as well as all of
the courses offered through our Squadron
are FREE! We ask only that the cost of the
textbooks and other related costs be paid
by the students. An added benefit is that
continuing your boating education can also reduce the cost of your
boating insurance.
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A list of upcoming courses will be available at the 2016 Boat, RV,
and Strictly Sail Show this January at McCormick Place. We will
look forward to having you stop by our booth and try out our new
Simulator. Pick up a course schedule while you are there.

CALUMET YACHT CLUB
By Rich Nore

With the water-levels returned to the historic
averages and above, the Calumet Yacht Club
began the year on a high note without
concerns for the need to dredge. In addition
to our boating season dinners (3rd Saturday of
the months of June, July, August & September),
there are always impromptu events on Fridays
& Saturdays at our newly remodeled Patio Bar.
August saw us stage our 3rd Annual VenetiaPalooza weekend with decorating parties and
voting for the “best in show.”
Each year since 9/11, we have also invited
the USCG Calumet Harbor Station crew to be
our guests at these events in recognition for
their service to the country and the boating
community of the Chicagoland area. The Club
is also an active supporter of Community
events; each year Club volunteers work with
the 10th Ward Alderman Susan SadlowskiGarza for Chicago’s Clean and Green program,
picnics for the elderly, and other worthwhile
neighborhood and city sponsored programs. We are currently
in the process of certifying some volunteers to teach the
Boating Certification course and administer the test that is

required of all vessel operators born after 1998, effective
January 1, 2016.
The 2015 Bridge is staffed by Commodore Fran Finn, ViceCommodore Don Koster, Rear Commodore Jim Williams,
Past Commodore Jeff Sadula, Treasurer Dale Roberts and
Secretary Rich Nore.
Within the Club is another club, the Calumet Harbor Sport
Fishermen; it is open to Yacht Club members and nonmembers alike and meets on the 3rd Wednesday of each
month. The membership promotes ecology, fishing and
conservation activities throughout the year. They also sponsor
a Turkey dinner just prior to Thanksgiving that is sold out
every year, and of course our friends from the USCG Calumet
Harbor Station are guests of the Club.
We mourn the passing of our friend and neighbor of the
last 65 years, the State Line Generating Plant whose iconic
“candy cane” smoke stacks, visible for miles and used as a
navigational landmark, succumbed to well-placed explosive
charges last October. In the ensuing months, the remainder
of the plant was transformed into a pile of rubble to be
hauled off for recycling.
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THE CHICAGO CORINTHIAN YACHT CLUB
By John Madey, Commodore
The Chicago Corinthian Yacht Club (CCYC) is an all-volunteer
club that has served Montrose Harbor boaters since 1934. Our
Member volunteers pride themselves in providing a full sail racing
program, hosting year-round social activities, and in our service
to the larger community.
Our 2015 year started in November of 2014 with our black tie
Commodore’s Ball. Members filled the club to capacity for our
end-of-year party and installation ceremony, which was a great
way to kick off our successful season.
During the winter, we continued our club improvements.
Director Ben White spearheaded new lighting that allowed
for many different uses by our diverse membership base. Our
communication team of Sue Klemme, Greg Johnson, Peggy Carroll
and Brian Haas created a new website that greatly enhanced
our communication ability. It also allows for participation by our
members to contribute photos and articles. Check it out at
www.corinthian.org.
Once again the T-10 fleet hosted free “Speed Seminars”
organized by our Rear Commodore Steve Fink. These seminars are
a favorite of Chicago sailors looking to catch up with their racing
friends and learn a few tricks to make their boats go faster.
CCYC continued our spring and fall education programs with
Friends of the Park’s Nature Along the Lake program.
Chicago Public School elementary students use the club as a
classroom, and then they explore the restored natural area at
Montrose Point, an excellent place to view the birds in their
natural habitat.
The CCYC Junior Fleet continued its growth. Past Commodore
Ginny Waskel and Chicago sailing stalwart Bruce Thompson
passed on the torch to Dave Mendendorp. Dave and his team
continued the structured, but low pressure, sailing program. The
Junior Fleet continues to grow and recently added a high school
program to encourage young adults to sail.
Our CCYC Crew School has a new leader, Chris Garbacz. Her team
refreshed their program and unleashed a new crop of racing crew
on the Chicago sailing scene.
As in past years, Chicago Corinthians continued their charitable
efforts. CCYC, in conjunction with Freedom Boat Club, hosted
Theo Epstein’s Foundation To Be Named Later (FTBNL) VIP
Party. FTBNL, Theo and his brother Paul’s charity, raises money

for underprivileged youth in Chicago and Boston. With a mix
of CCYC members and FTBNL sponsors, it turned out to be an
amazing evening. Expo 76 provided the music with a few special
guests. The highlight of the evening was Eddie Vedder from Pearl
Jam singing Happy Birthday to his brothers on stage and then
launching into some vintage songs. FTBNL’s main event raised
over $430,000!
Next up was the 5th Annual Leukemia Cup Poker Run held
at CCYC. Organized by Vice Commodore Dominic Irpino and
his team, it was very successful. As our Past Commodore, Dave
Brezina was diagnosed with non-Hodgkins lymphoma, he was
named the Honored Hero for this year’s event. Dave shared his
story of courage and survival at our Poker Run After Party. The
Poker Run Event brought in over $100,000 to benefit Leukemia
research.
Once again CCYC hosted Fish This! Tournament. This year, 15
boats and 65 fishermen including five of the top charter boats
in the Chicago area participated. The winning boat, Diazepam
(captained by John Oberman/Montrose Harbor), caught four
fish totaling almost 40 pounds. Captain Oberman also won the
big fish contest with his 17.6-pound king salmon. The cookout
allowed time for plenty of fish tales over cold beverages and some
good food. Virtually all of the day’s catch was donated to the local
food bank, A Just Harvest.
CCYC hosted the Third Annual Chicago Laser Clinic at the
club. Over four days, three world-class sailors coached 23 Laser
sailors of all ages and abilities. Australian Olympian Brendan Casey
led the clinic assisted by Caleb Paine, a member of US Sailing’s
Olympic Team, and local sailor Matt Woodworth. Sailors received
individual on-the-water coaching, and the coaches took movies
that the class later reviewed on the big screen in the club.
Social events organized by various CCYC fleets included: Super
Bowl, St. Patrick’s Day, Kentucky Derby, 4th of July, Air
and Water Show, College Tailgate, a Chili Cook-off, a golf
outing, Halloween and the Big Kids Christmas parties.
Commodore John Madey would like to thank Flag Officers,
Dominic Irpino - Vice Commodore, Steven Fink - Rear
Commodore, Lysa Hynes - Treasurer, Roy Kruse - Secretary, David
Brezina - Immediate Past Commodore, Directors - Susan Nilsson,
Susan Klemme-Johnson, David Stix, and Benjamin White for their
dedication, great ideas, and outstanding teamwork.

601 W MONTROSE DRIVE, CHICAGO, IL 60613 	| WWW.CORINTHIAN.ORG
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CHICAGO MATCH RACE CENTER CREATES WINNERS
WITH AN EYE TOWARDS THE FUTURE
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The seventh successful season of racing at the Chicago Match Race
Center this year produced not only the talent to take the top of
the US rankings in match racing, but for the first time CMRC has
started to segue towards the future in an entirely new platform
of racing: the M32 catamarans. CMRC’s core mission is to be a
world-class center for training and competition in one of the most
exciting forms of sailing: match racing. This is sailing’s version
of hand-to-hand combat, and as such requires tremendous skills

The proof of CMRC’s success lies in the achievements of its
members: co-founder Don Wilson climbed up the ranks to
become the top-ranked US skipper on the ISAF Open World Match
Race Ranking List, while former staff member Stephanie Roble is
the top US skipper on the Women’s Ranking List. Roble was also
awarded the prestigious Rolex Yachtswoman of the Year Award for
her achievements in 2014, an honor she now shares with the top
US women in all forms of sailing.

in boat handling, knowledge of the rules, tactics, and harnessing
that inner desire in all of us to win. CMRC has a strong history
supporting this intricate game, and continued again this year with
weekday training and racing, instructional clinics for both youth
sailors and adults, and world-class match racing competition
featured in four Grade 3 and two Grade 2 events.

The top event of the 2015 CMRC season was the Grade 2 Chicago
Match Cup Grand Slam, the third in a series of four consecutive
events on the US GRAND SLAM series, where the winning team
of the series gets invited to one of the oldest match racing events
in the US, the Congressional Cup, to be held in Long Beach,
California, in 2016. In all, 20 teams from the US, Bermuda,
Switzerland, Australia, Sweden and New Zealand participated in
the 2015 GRAND SLAM series this year.
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Even though the series attracts some of the world’s top young
talent, the winning skipper of the Chicago stop could be a
grandfather to many. After several years of concentrated effort on
learning and perfecting his game, septuagenarian David Storrs
finally pulled off what he called “the regatta of a lifetime” by
handily defeating a field of nine other competing teams in the
Chicago Grand Slam. Storrs had Taylor Canfield and his US One
team on board as crew, who have been at the top of the world
rankings on and off over the past three years and are no strangers
to winning. Nonetheless, Storrs
felt the victory was symbolic of
how anyone at any age can win
with a lot of focus, hard work
and persistence.
“This is the most exhilarating
feeling in my life in sailing,”
said Storrs. “At age 71 there are
not many things that can get
me excited any more, but this
was certainly the best sailing
regatta I’ve ever had. The team
work was phenomenal, like a
well-oiled machine, and Taylor
and I were in sync. Our moves
were smooth because we were
anticipating situations and not
just reacting to them. This was
really great!”

If match racing in CMRC’s TOM 28s was not exciting enough, the
younger teams will now have something new to explore at CMRC:
competitive high-speed sailing in M32 catamarans. Ever since
the America’s Cup changed to multihull sailing, the connection
between mono-hull match racing at a high level and the world’s
most recognized sailing event became ambiguous, and there was
no clear pathway for talented sailors aspiring to be at this upper
tier of the sport. Now the M32 will be a stepping stone for the
next generation to reach the top.
“Our first test event in
September was a great learning
experience for us logistically.
The shore side operations, race
management, and umpiring
is all new to our team. We
raced out of Chicago’s newest
harbor at 31st Street which is
an impressive facility. I’m happy
with how the event went, and it
was a great step for CMRC and
Chicago,” said Tod Reynolds,
CMRC Program Director. “We
can’t wait to see what the next
challenge will be!”
It’s been a successful 2015
season, but an even more
exciting 2016 season lies ahead.
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Experience the Chicago Yacht Club
Celebrating our 140th Anniversary
Top-rated sailing school
Two stations - Monroe & Belmont
Top 10 Platinum Yacht Club in the Country
Sonars, Kayaks & Paddleboards for members
For More Information
Call (312)861-7777
Visit www.ChicagoYachtClub.org
Email Membership@ChicagoYachtClub.org

Baker Championship - Chuck Nevel

2015 Blind Worlds - Zachary James Johnston

CHICAGO YACHT CLUB

By Greg Miarecki, Commodore
Chicago Yacht Club’s
140 th year
was
certainly one for the
history books. On
New Year’s Day, the
youngest group of
Flag Officers in Club history took office:
Commodore Greg Miarecki, Vice Commodore
Leif Sigmond, Rear Commodore Lou Sandoval,
Treasurer Nick Berberian and Secretary Chuck
Anderson. The Flag Officers and the Club’s
Board of Directors lost no time in leading
major changes at the Club. Within a week,
we began a complete renovation of the
Mackinac Bar at our Monroe Station, and
we christened the new bar in a gala event
only 100 days later. Under the leadership of
General Manager Dwight Jenson, the Club
also completely restructured its management
team at Monroe Station, welcoming Executive
Chef Larry Asher, Food & Beverage Director
Kristin Aleshire and Catering & Events Director
Christina Barbaro.

2015 Annual Cruise Group Photo

This year, the Club also launched several
new events series for members and guests.
For example, the new CYC Perspectives
Series welcomed community leaders to the
Club, and we were honored to have Illinois
Supreme Court Justice Anne Burke kick off
the series in April. Our Women’s Committee,
led by Chris Albanis, launched a series of

new events, including our monthly Lunch
& Learn events, Ladies’ Nights at the
Mackinac Bar and Women on the Water,
a series of fun, casual sailing events in our
fleet of Sonar keelboats. This year, we also
launched our first annual Dock Party Series,
sponsored by BMW. All three events were
sellouts and tremendous successes.
Of course, we are obsessed with being on
the water, and 2015 was no exception. This
year, we expanded our Sonar fleet, and
also added kayaks and paddleboards to
our offering at Belmont Harbor. Our Race
Committee, led by Janet Baxter, ran more
than 100 races for sailors from around
the world. We again offered our Racing
Yacht Fleet series at Belmont Station
from May through October. In June, the Club
hosted its Third Annual Cruise, with Racine
as our destination. We enjoyed a perfect day
in Racine and a terrific dinner hosted by our
friends at the Racine Yacht Club. In July, the
Club hosted the 107th Chicago Yacht Club
Race to Mackinac, presented by Wintrust.
As always, this year’s race featured world-class
competition. Our Mackinac Committee, led
by Matt Gallagher, ran another fantastic event.
August featured our traditional Verve Cup
Regatta, organized by our Verve Committee
Chair Robin Finlay. And in September, the
Club was honored to host the IFDS Blind
World & International Sailing Fleet
Championship, presented by Wintrust, at
Belmont Station. Regatta Chair Ray Groble and
our On the Water Director, Jay Kehoe, led a
terrific team and staged a world class event.
Our Cruising Sail Fleet and Power Fleet
were also active this year, leading cruises
to ports around Lake Michigan, including
Hammond, Holland and South Haven. And
our Junior Activities Committee, led by Ted

Mini Mac Festivities

Anderson and Sailing
School
Director
Bobby Collins, was a
beehive of activity all
season, with a fullysubscribed program
for kindergartners to
high school students.

This year, we hosted
a number of events and initiatives aimed
at helping those in our community. Our
Chicago Yacht Club Foundation, led by Past
Commodore Gibby Vartan, continued its good
work, including continued support of the
Rickover Naval Academy and the Sisters
Under Sail Program. Our Power Fleet again
sponsored its annual Special Needs and
Vision Impaired Cruises, both generously
sponsored by our friends at Wintrust. And our
Cruising Sail Fleet sponsored its Annual PALS
Cruise, bringing kids with special needs out
on Lake Michigan for an evening of fun.
One of the best things about the Chicago
Yacht Club is our Belmont Station. And
Chef Jill Dedinsky has been making Belmont
a “go to” destination for all of us this year.
On Mother’s Day, we hosted more than
120 members to watch Guy Fieri’s Grocery
Games featuring Chef Jill. As many of you may
have seen, Chef Jill emerged victorious and
brought the winning beef stroganoff recipe
to the Belmont menu. Thanks to the efforts
of our entire Belmont Team, we’re on pace
for a record year there. 2015 was a fantastic,

record-breaking year at the Chicago Yacht
Club. And we have an even bigger 2016
planned. Stay tuned!
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COLUMBIA YACHT CLUB

Racing, cruising, dock parties and
summer nights on the bow - any one
of these could be enough of an excuse
for Columbia Yacht Club members to
find themselves aboard the Club Ship
Abegweit. But there’s something more that underlies all of
this and makes time on “The Abby” special. Above all else, what
bind us are the friendships, the Corinthian spirit and the sense of
pride of our members that underlie everything at Columbia.
This sense of camaraderie is apparent throughout the year at
Columbia. At its core are standing committees who volunteer
countless hours to enhance the Club for all members. A prime
example of this is the squad of “Weekend Warriors” of the House
Committee who spend the frigid month of January varnishing,
painting, repairing and improving the Club Ship.

magazine. The success of this year’s campaign is due to the
generosity of the Chicago boating community, and the dedicated
volunteers who made it all happen.
In the truest sense of Corinthian spirit, volunteers from Columbia
were joined by members of other yacht clubs, as well as LLS
supporters, to oversee literally hundreds of different activities
necessary to “put on the show” that is the Red Sky Night gala
event and the Leukemia Cup Regatta. While Columbia is proud to
lead the charge, we are overwhelmed by the dedication and work
of so many others who made the event possible. It is humbling to
experience how the compassion and friendships we enjoy as Club
members throughout the year are extended to individuals and
families outside our community. All of these efforts help develop
less intrusive protocols and treatment with increasing cure rates
for people with blood cancers.

Other committees also share in the fun and work that keep
Columbia on course. Members give their time and talents to
committees overseeing the dock, Club activities, bar & grill
offerings, membership, boats, racing, cruising and more, all
creating a better Club experience for their fellow members.
There’s no time or volunteer requirement to be a member; it’s just
something that the friends at Columbia like to do.
This year was no exception to that rule, starting in January and on
track to continue through the remainder of the year. From the first
scrape of sandpaper in January to the last balloon on New Year’s
Eve, Columbia members take pride and find joy in giving back.
Outside of Club enhancements, Columbia is honored to serve as
the host club for the Chicago boating community’s participation
in the Leukemia Cup Regatta series of events. This annual series of
events occurs nationwide to support the Leukemia and Lymphoma
Society’s efforts to eradicate blood cancers. A full recap of this
year’s “Summer of FUN(d)” can be found on page 44 in this

On behalf of the Leukemia Cup Regatta, we invite everyone
in the boating community, including your friends and family
to volunteer alongside our dedicated Club members and the
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society of Chicago Regatta team to
continue our commitment in 2016. Your support, whether
through donations of time or funds, is so very much appreciated
by our volunteers and the individuals and families for whom we
tirelessly work.
For more information, please visit www.RedSkyNight.org.
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CH I CAGO YACHTSM EN TO P $430,000
Article By: Mary Alyce Blum Photo Credits: Bill Hanyzweski, Rob Kuhnle, Dave Drnek

After 19 years, Chicago added a new
moniker to our annual Leukemia Cup
Regatta Series of Events. Our efforts
have grown so much, especially in the past
eight years, that a new name was in order.
What started out as a fun party and race
has evolved into five months of events,
parties, and competition, all raising money
to create a world without blood cancers.
To better describe all that comprise our
fundraising efforts, the Summer of FUN(d)
was born. And what a Summer it was!

Wine, Women and Shopping
A perfect trifecta kicked off this year’s
campaign, bringing friends and supporters
to the Drake Hotel for “Wine Down” in
May. The hotel was the perfect backdrop
for this elegant evening of one-of-a-kind
shopping while sipping wine and nibbling
on delicious delicacies. As with all Summer
of FUN(d) events, this one was open to the
public, introducing some “new blood” to
our fundraising cause.

SUP, Chi?
The little fundraiser that
could, a stand up paddle
board competition, has
turned into a phenomenal
success and muchanticipated lakefront
challenge. The docks at
Columbia Yacht Club hosted
triple the number of teams
we had last year, sporting costumes, team
themes and more fun than you can shake a
paddle at. Novices and experts all took to the
water in a sometimes hilarious, sometimes
speedtastic series of races that had spectators
on the docks and on shore cheering.
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Full House Fun
Chicago Corinthian Yacht Club once again
organized and wonderfully hosted the
Poker Run and After Party. Captains, crews
and revelers soaked up the sun all day and
partied on the lawn well into the night. It
was such a wonderful event that they have
their own article on page 46.

Sailor’s Delight
From a small bar party to a gala evening,
Red Sky Night has become the do-notmiss party of the summer. Once again
proudly hosted by Columbia Yacht Club,
this signature event brings together
the Chicago boating community, LLS
supporters, sponsors and friends to kick
off Regatta weekend in style. Joining the
tables loaded with phenomenal silent
auction items this year were “Bubbles
and Sparkles,” offering a chance to win
a stunning diamond, “Pirate’s Booty,” a
mystery grab bag with high-value items,
the ever-popular “Heads or Tails” game, a
grown-up version of musical chairs and a
rock-star worthy live auction. During the
night guests enjoyed libations provided
by numerous sponsors, gourmet dining
stations and dancing under the stars…
complete with surprise fireworks.

I N LEU KEM IA CU P FU N D RAISI N G

The true heart of the evening, however,
came from our “Honored Heroes,”
Corinthian YC Past Commodore Dave
Brezina and Columbia YC Commodore
Joe McGinnis’ two-year-old nephew,
Andrew Lawless, who shared their stories
of fighting—and beating—cancer. In the
midst of all our celebrating, it brought
home to everyone the reason we all come
together in this cause.

Leukemia Cup Regatta
The event that started this whole ball
rolling is the grand finale to our Summer
of FUN(d). Mother Nature more than made
up for last year’s storm with absolutely
perfect weather this year. Under glorious
summer skies and practically perfect wind
conditions, more than 70 boats—racers
and cruisers alike—competed on two
circles in 11 Sections. Competition was
fierce, and the added fun of shaved seconds
for fundraising dollars earned meant some
shake-ups in the final tallies.
After last year’s rain-out (more like a
monsoon-out) proved that sailors will
compete for just about anything, this year’s
dock party introduced the “Raingutter
Regatta” to roaring success. Organized by
Larry Kwiat, the brackets filled quickly and
the “racers” prepared to puff their way to
victory. To the victor went “Beer for a Year
and Wine for a Time,” and bragging rights
for the biggest blow.
The regatta has grown so much that the
dock party moved up to the Columbia’s
tent this year, with a Caribbean BBQ and

sponsored open pour wristbands. After the
brag flags were awarded, event chair Tracy
Howard and Travis Wilhite, on behalf of
the Chicago boating community, presented
the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society with
a check for $415,000, beating last year’s
record by a landslide. It was the perfect cap
to the 2015 Summer of FUN(d). (At press
time, the 2015 total topped $430,000 — a
new record!)

None of this would be possible without
the generous support of our sponsors and
the volunteers. Everyone in the Chicago
boating community should be proud
of supporting a cause bigger and more
important than any single one of us. If
you weren’t a part of this year’s Summer of
FUN(d), join us in 2016. And if you want
to be a part of the fun that makes it all
happen, now’s the time to join. Email LCR.
ILC@lls.org to find out more!
2015 yachting in chicago
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5 TH YEAR IS THEBy Dominic
CHARM!
Irpino & Poker Run
Committee

As had been in the planning for months, the 5th Annual Leukemia
Cup Poker Run was held at the Corinthian Yacht Club on August
8th, and it is looking to be our best fundraising year to date for the
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society (LLS).
Before the Poker Run was revitalized and hosted by the Chicago
Corinthian Yacht Club (CCYC), the event brought in between
$10,000 and $20,000, which is a good amount for any fundraising
event. Since hosting the Poker Run and After Party at CCYC, the
first four years raised $46,000, $60,000, $74,000, and $100,000
respectively. For 2015, we pulled together and set the goal to meet
and exceed our prior year, and it is looking good to do so!
Shortly after the
event last year our
then Commodore
Dave Brezina was
diagnosed
with
non-Hodgkins
lymphoma.
He
quickly stepped up
to take his challenge
head–on. When
contacting me to let
me know the news
of his diagnosis,
he said, “I want
to be on the Poker
Run Committee to
help.” We gladly
welcomed Dave, and he has been a part of our Committee ever
since. Dave was named our Honored Hero this year, and he shared
his story of courage and survival at our Poker Run and at the
Leukemia Cup Regatta. Commodore Brezina has been an inspiration
to our Committee, our friends at LLS and everyone involved.

The CCYC Poker Run’s success
benefits LLS, enabling them to
continue their efforts to find cures
for blood cancers. We could not
have achieved this without the
help of our sponsors, Chef Dean &
Chef Felipe, our liasons from LLS,
and our Poker Run Committee:
Dave Brezina, Dante Ciccone,
Michael Cozzi, Amy Destache,
Mark Fastabend, Mike Ginter, Bill
Grant, Michael Johnston, Starin Kinser-Peterson, Susan Nilsson, Joe
Petraveto, Nick Philp, Phil Thomen, and Miranda Wassef . Thank you
to the Corinthian and Columbia Yacht Clubs for their support and
partnership with our event and cause.
We are already looking forward to improving our efforts next year,
continuing our momentum and making a big difference in the
fight against blood-related cancers. Thank you to all who attended,
donated, and/or sponsored a captain and team for making this
possible! It was a truly special event, and without YOU, we could
not have achieved this success!!

International Award-Winning
Nautical Photography by
Karen I. Hirsch

We changed a few aspects of our event, added a few items as
well, and are set to surpass our goal of $100,000!
The daytime portion of the Poker Run got off to a great start with
good weather and accommodating seas. Captains and their crews
traveled to four different harbors to select random poker cards at
each harbor, returning to Corinthian Yacht Club to get the last card
to form their poker hand.
The Corinthian Spirit was in full form the evening of our event as
over 240 attendees rocked the night away with live music, passed
appetizers, gourmet buffet, silent auction, raffles, and a crowd
favorite heads/tails game. We had record numbers in regards to
captains, crew, poker hands, after-party attendance, and money
raised for LLS.
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I only work with boat owners who value premium prints that
they will be proud to display for years.
I offer a lifetime guarantee on all custom prints and frames.
Feel free to call me at 312-658-0700 for a private viewing of
your boat (or other award-winning) photos at my studio.

khirsch@kihphoto.com

www.kihphoto.com

2015 Goldman Cup
First row: Winners Gary Pierce and Zak Kordik

John T. Jackson Racing Team at Clagett Regatta, Newport, RI.

Bridget Bodo, 2015 North American Challenge Cup
Winner of Judd Goldman Trophy

JUDD GOLDMAN ADAPTIVE SAILING PROGRAM
By Robert Lang

This year marks the 25th Anniversary of the Judd Goldman Adaptive
Sailing Program (JGASP), an award-winning, learn-to-sail program
for the physically disabled. Over 1,000 people each season
experience the joy and thrill of sailing on Lake Michigan. This could
not have been achieved without the involvement of Chicago area
boaters as well as various members of the community.
The family of the late Judd Goldman, a Chicago businessman and
sailor who suffered from a disability, founded JGASP in Judd’s
memory in 1990. Beginning with three sailboats, the adaptive
program fleet now numbers twenty boats in three classes in
addition to several support/safety boats. The specially designed
sailboats allow participants, no matter what their disability, the
opportunity to “take the helm” rather than just being a passenger.
The Judd Goldman Adaptive Sailing Foundation (JGASF) is a public/
private partnership with the Chicago Park District. The Foundation
raises funds to pay for instructor salaries, boats and maintenance
costs while the Park District is responsible for the infrastructure. A
similar partnership arrangement with the City of Lake Forest, IL,
began in 2013, establishing the Judd Goldman Adaptive Sailing
Program, Lake Forest.

food, boat chartering, coaching and team uniforms were included
in this generous donation. The impact of the Jackson donation to
team members has been immeasurable.
The Field Museum was the site of our 25th Anniversary Gala
celebration, held on the 31st of July. Partially underwritten by the
Jerome Mirza Foundation, it was attended by over 450 supporters.
The raffle and silent auction featured trips throughout the U.S.,
Caribbean islands (i.e., Puerto Rico, St. Lucia) and the B.W.I. Stefan
Holt of NBC 5 Chicago was the master of ceremonies, and Dr. Elliot
Roth of the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago and JGASF Honorary
Director was the guest speaker. He spoke of the importance of
disabled sailing, praising the work of the JGASF. Attending the event
were JGASF Associates Board members, young professionals age 25
to 40, who help promote and develop awareness of the program.

The 23rd North American Challenge Cup (NACC) for sailors with
disabilities is one of the oldest and most prominent disabled sailing
events in the world. It is co-hosted by the Chicago Yacht Club and
the JGASF, traditionally held on the same weekend as the JGASF
Gala. NACC sailors are invited guests of the JGASF at the Gala. JGASP
Sonar skipper Bridget Bodo became the first female to win the Judd
Goldman Trophy, the NACC triple-handed championship. Patrick
The season began on June 1st with the 25th Annual Open House at
LoDoca, JGASP participant /instructor, finished in 2nd place. In the
the Judd Goldman Sailing Center in Burnham
double-handed class, JGASP veterans Bonnie Everhart
Park Harbor. New participants were able to meet
and Dan Daniher were 2nd while Gary Pierce and Zak
Visit us at
the instructors, familiarize themselves with the
Kordik came in 3rd.
www.juddgoldmansailing.org
special adaptive equipment, and take a short sail
followed by a complimentary lunch. This year
over 325 people attended the event.

In addition to the adaptive sailing program, the
Judd Goldman Sailing Foundation also supports the
www.facebook.com/jgasf
Judd Goldman Junior Sailing Program (JGJSP). This
JGASP provides many classes and activities for the
program teaches sailing to at-risk, inner-city youth
participants, such as racing clinics, seamanship
from 8-12 years of age. Located in Humboldt and
classes, regattas and cruises. Volunteers are
Garfield Park Lagoons, more than 200 enthusiastic children sail each
important to the program, and this year three became US Sailing
year in ten pram sailboats. The concept is unique because it brings
certified volunteer instructors. Groups such as the Rehabilitation
the program to the neighborhood rather than the neighborhood to
Institute of Chicago, Blind Service Association and the Wounded
the program. Like the adaptive program, the goal is to help develop
Warrior Project participated in the sailing program. In 2015
self-esteem and independence.
there were five cruises to Chicago harbors. Those sailors with a
competitive spirit participated in races, such as the Jackson Park
It’s been a fantastic silver anniversary year. We hope you will join
Yacht Club’s Freedom Cup and the annual Goldman Cup, both part
us in supporting this unique foundation that teaches the physically
of the Season Championship Series. The John T. Jackson Foundation disabled as well as inner-city youth the sport of sailing.
again sponsored our traveling team, which included trips to
Newport, RI and St. Petersburg, FL. The cost of airfare, lodging,
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Like us on

cya sea scout of the year:

Marc Cauinian

Marc Cauinian became a Sea Scout in the fall of 2012 at the age of 17 with
Ship 5924, which is sponsored by Immanuel Lutheran Church. During the spring
of 2013, he earned the Sea Scout Apprentice rank and was elected Boatswain Mate
by his shipmates. After several months, Marc was elected Boatswain (Chief Petty
Officer) of his Ship.
During the summer and fall of 2014, Marc worked with members of Ship 5111,
which is sponsored by Columbia Yacht Club, in Advancement and Seamanship.
During the same period, Marc raced and sailed with Ship 5111 in the Colors Regatta,
the NOOD Regatta, Three Crib Fiasco, several Beer Can Races and a Long Cruise
to Michigan City. Additionally, Marc has also sailed and worked with members of
Ship 5886 sponsored by The Evangelical Covenant Church, Ship 5870 sponsored
by Chicago Yacht Club, and many more including Ships 2015, 5212, 2006 and
5709. Within a couple of months, Marc earned his Sea Scout Ordinary rank and his
Venturing Bronze Award.
In the spring of 2015, Marc was appointed the 2015-2016 Central Region Area 7 and
8 Boatswain, where he represented Sea Scouts of Northern Illinois and Wisconsin.
During the summer of 2015, Marc graduated from SEAL (Sea Scout Advanced
Leadership) training at the Newport Beach Sea Base in California, where he sailed
on the Pacific Ocean. After returning from his course, he earned his Sea Scout Able
rank, Small-Boat Handler Award, Qualified Seaman Award and Long Cruise Badge.
Marc has taken on many leadership positions in Sea Scouting and has helped organized
Ship meetings and Council and Area events. He has served as a member of the 2014
National Sea Scout Youth Task Force, where he help implemented changes in future
Advancement. Additionally, he has served as a 2015 Central Region Coordinator of
the National Sea Scout Social Media Team in spreading information about events for
Sea Scouts across the U.S. to see.

CYA is proud to
present the 2015
Sea Scout of the Year
to Marc Cauinian.

Marc is an active member of Sea Scouting. He has participated in events across the
Region including the 2015 Central Region Sea Scout Rendezvous, Area 3 Venturing
Conference, Area 7 Venturing Conference, and Area 7 Venturing Extravaganza. He has
planned events for his Sea Scout Ship and the Pathway to Adventure Council such as
a Ski Trip in 2013, Next Level Sailing (America’s Cup Boats), and Troop 79 Sea Base
Adventure. He has worked with Sea Scouts across Chicago in advancement and has
provided events for all Scouts to enjoy.
Marc attained Sea Scout Quartermaster in 2015, the highest rank in Sea Scouting and
only the second Scout in Chicago to have earned this great achievement in the past
decade.
Outside of Scouting, Marc currently attends the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) as a
civil engineering student. He is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers and
its student chapter at IIT.
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sea scouts: a tradition of leadership
What is the Sea Scout
Program? Sea Scouts, a division

What is our local Sea Scout
program? Prior to this year, the

of Boy Scouts of America
(BSA), is a co-ed program
for young adults aged 13-20
years, teaching teamwork and
leadership through sailing and
other water-related activities.
Our goal is to offer these young people
responsible fun and adventure; instill lifetime
values; develop in them ethical character; and
train young people in citizenship, service, and
leadership.

Chicago Council program had seven
“Ships” (units), serving more than
150 young people, utilizing three
large sailboats, and sailing from three
different harbors.

Sea Scout programs are run by the youth
members. Elected youth officers plan and
conduct the programs. Being part of the vessel’s
crew teaches teamwork. As experience is
gained, more opportunities arise to contribute
to the leadership of the unit. Leadership skills
learned in Sea Scouts last a lifetime.
The element of water makes Sea Scouts unique.
Sea Scout units use a variety of boats, from
outboard motorboats to large sailing yachts.
Sea Scouts belong to a world that is distinct
from anything on shore, and they have their
own language and customs. The water is not
a place for the unwary, and the Scout motto,
“Be Prepared,” is imperative.
Sea Scouts give service to others. Service can
be expressed in individual good turns to
others or in organized projects involving the
crew or the whole Ship. In rescues at sea, or
facing emergencies on shore, Sea Scouts have
saved lives and property. Sea Scout service puts
citizenship into action.

On January 1, 2015, the Chicago
Area Council combined with three
neighboring councils to form the
Pathway To Adventure Council
(PTAC). We now serve more than
200 scouts in 9 Ships, and with 2
additional Ships being added this
year, we will be providing service
for 11 Ships. This growth triggered a
need to build capacity and locational
opportunity within our new
boundaries. The goal was to have
a scalable program offering several
options to the maximum number
of units.
Chicago Sea Base Plan: The
new plan being phased in calls for
retaining two of our three large sailboats,
adding four small keelboats, two powerboats,
and eight kayaks on a trailer; going from
three to as many as sixteen vessels! This new
configuration will allow maximum flexibility
to match vessels with group size and interest.
It will allow the scouts to go on overnight
long cruises to far away ports on the big
boats; practice skills and race each other in
the more responsive smaller keelboats; go
fishing, skiing, knee boarding, scuba diving,
and tour the Chicago River on the powerboats;
and visit inland rivers and lakes with the
kayaks. The plan also clusters all the in-water
vessels together at a single harbor for ease of
maintenance, availability, and visual impact.
The Chicago Sea Base will be our new home
for all the fun.
Obviously the funding to keep this program
going and growing is our challenge. It is
through donations that we can offer this
program and assets to our scouts at no cost,
although each scout must register with BSA at a
yearly cost of $24. Our yearly costs for winter
storage, summer harbor fees, insurance, fuel,
safety items, plus maintenance and repairs
are substantial. Our adult volunteers donate

hundreds of hours and their own money to
keep their own units going, but the council is
responsible to keep the vessels in safe working
order. Funding for vessel improvements such
as new lines and sails often is deferred due to
lack of funds.

So how do we raise funds? Our spring
benefit “LAUNCH!” (April 29, 2016) makes
up the majority of our funding for the
following year. Profits from the benefit are on
what we base our budget. Strongly supported
by the local boating community, we also accept
donations of boats and boat gear. These items
are evaluated for use in our program, and the
surplus is sold through our partner Nautical
Donations. This sporadic income is what we
use to make improvements to our gear when
available. While we operate on a tight budget,
we always make sure safety is paramount. As
our Commodore tells the scouts, “It’s easier
to have fun if you’re playing safe.” And we do
have fun! We help mold safe, self-assured, and
happy future boaters, with your help.
Questions:
Just contact our Commodore Tim Harrington,
barrchgo@aol.com; or the BSA Chicago Office at
(312) 421-8800 x 231 for more information.
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January 14–18, 2016

McCormick Place, South Hall

The Windy City’s BIGGEST Marine & Outdoor Show!
Escape winter for the day and gear up for all your boating adventures at the
Midwest’s premier marine and outdoors sale. There’s no better place to shop,
compare and SAVE!
• Boats for every activity and budget—from luxury yachts and family
cruiser to fishing boats, pontoons, and personal watercraft
• Sailboats, sailing gear, rigging and charter companies
• Marine gear, electronics and accessories
Visit ChicagoBoatShow.com for tickets and complete show details.

Sail Into Summer With The Best In Boating,
RVing & Sailing-All Under One Roof!
Set your sights on summer at Chicago’s premier boating event –
the Progressive Insurance Chicago Boat, RV and Strictly Sail Show,
taking place January 14-18, 2016, at McCormick Place in
the South Hall.
The family-friendly annual favorite, the Chicago Boat, Sports & RV
Show and the Midwest’s largest all-sail show, Strictly Sail Chicago,
have joined forces to create the Windy City’s BIGGEST marine &
outdoors sales event. If you love boating, fishing, RVing, or sailing,
this is your show!
There’s no better place to see and buy:
• Boats for every activity, lifestyle and budget
• The latest in RVs, campers, fifth wheels, motorhomes, and
trailers
• Sailboats, sailing gear, rigging and sail-related accessories
• Marine engines, electronics and accessories
This year’s five-day show also has an incredible lineup of familyfriendly features from boating, sailing and RVing education to
hands-on activities that make a day at the show boatloads of fun for
everyone! Kids 15 and under get free entry, making this the perfect
destination for a day full of family fun.
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The show will feature three distinct areas—powerboats, RVs, and
“Strictly Sail Chicago.” Sail-specific booths will be located within
the sail section, while marine, travel, and outdoor gear will occupy
a central location on the show floor. There will also be enhanced
attractions and a premier lineup of seminars covering all aspects
of boating and the outdoors, including an extensive lineup of
educational offerings.
If you’re in the market to purchase that boat or RV, it’s easy to preshop the show by visiting www.ChicagoBoatShow.com. The
newly redesigned website allows visitors to browse the greatest
deals on hundreds of brands and models, plus schedule dealer
appointments onsite or at the dealership. Plan ahead by checking
the full listing of seminars, activities and on-site happenings to
map out your perfect day at the show.

SHOW INFORMATION:
Thursday-Monday, January 14-18, 2016
McCormick Place—South Building,
2301 S. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60616

www.ChicagoBoatShow.com

DIVERSEY YACHT CLUB
By Arthur Koegel, Vice Commodore

We Love The Water, But This Year We Had More Than Needed,
Both In The Harbor And The Club.
Just two years ago in January 2013, Lake
Michigan was at a record low water level and
we were concerned about slip closures and
limited access to our gas dock. In an amazing
turn of events the water level has risen by
more than 3 feet since then, and because of
our fixed bridge access to the harbor, some
of our taller boats have had to relocate to
other harbors.
For the club itself, we experienced the flood
of 2015 on June 14, when the extremely
heavy rains from the storms and a power
failure resulted in the club being flooded
with about 4 inches of water. This required
us to hire a professional clean-up company,
but the dining room carpet was ruined.
This created an opportunity, however, for
us to improve the dining room flooring. We
recently completed installation of a wood
plank looking porcelain floor which not only
looks great but can withstand water damage.
This past winter several of our aging rooftop
HVAC units that we have been nursing
along for years, failed. We replaced two of
the units with new higher capacity units
and the results were better than expected.
The club is now warmer in the winter and
cooler in the summer, a very comfortable
atmosphere. These improvements under the
direction of Commodore Kathy Abdul add
to the clubhouse improvements instituted

last year, which included a beautiful bar wall
liquor display with beer taps (the cost of which
was mostly donated by our members Bob Albert, John
Allen, Pat and Patty Burke, John Koutoupis, Jeff Pierce,
George Rivas, Lon Wachsning and Past Commodore Rob
Martucci), new lounge area furniture (thanks
to a fundraiser by members Mike Raimo and Robin
Copping) and new outdoor furniture for our
covered patio area. Diversey Yacht Club is
really looking good.
But how is the food? This spring we hired
a new head chef, Elvis Radcliff and he has
brought Cajun style cooking to the club
to complement our regular menu items.
The club serves dinner on Wednesdays and
Thursdays; lunch and dinner on Fridays; and
breakfast, lunch and dinner on Saturdays and
Sundays while in season. With the new menu
we are seeing an increase in members dining
at the club. They are enjoying the food.

Patrick’s Day party, our Welcome Back party,
a Kentucky Derby party in May and our
Halloween party. We also feature live bands
on many Saturday nights during the season
and a musical duo on the patio many Sunday
evenings. In addition we have Grill Nights,
with a side dish buffet, on the second Friday
of every month for the entire year. It makes
the soul feel better coming to the club on
a winter Grill Night, seeing the harbor and
staying in touch with members and friends.
We also do boating at DYC and made two
very successful fleet cruises this summer
under the command of Fleet Captain Bob
Albert. Our destinations were Kenosha, WI,
and Michigan City, IN. More than a dozen
boats and two dozen members participated
in each event.
Community service is also important to DYC.
In the spring we hosted a fundraiser dinner for
Ryan’s Joy, a program to bring fresh produce to
underserved communities in the Chicago area.
Board member Joe Rocci was instrumental in
organizing this event. We raised over $5,000
for this worthwhile venture.

Before the start of our season we had our
galley steam cleaned and have since done
reorganization of the kitchen equipment
with guidance from Rear Commodore Adam
Karras. This included the purchase of three
new pieces of equipment as well as new
In August we hosted our annual Children’s
racks for our freezer and refrigerator.
Party with over 40 children participating.
We party year round at DYC. The highlights Activities included a water slide, face painting,
include our Super Bowl party, Lobster dunk tank and fishing clinic. There were
Love dinner party on Valentine’s Day, a St. prizes, cotton candy and a hot dog, chips and
soft drink lunch for all kids and their parents.
Members Cheryl Bozich, Kristin Berg, Kathy
Lesser and Joanne Holverson went out of their
way to make sure this was a successful event.
Our Ship’s Store has been revived thru the
efforts of Jayne Crosley who keeps new
and interesting products available. We now
see lots of “Diverseywear” throughout the
harbor and at all of our events. Our gas dock
under the watchful eye of Kevin Rasofsky
has had a good season selling our 93 octane
gasoline and ice.

Vice Commodore
Diversey Yacht Club

Our galley committee and our board worked
hard this year to make Diversey Yacht Club
what it is now - one of the finest and
friendliest yacht clubs in the city.
Commodore
2601 N Cannon Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60614
www.diverseyyachtclub.com

Rear Commodore
773.929.8819
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CATALINA FLEET 21 CHICAGO REGION

THE STORY OF OUR TWO-WEEK CRUISE

Nothing can beat a sailboat sunset . . .

The couples pictured are, left to right, Danhauers, Kuenzlis, Stones

On Thursday, July 9th,
four boats from Michigan
City left the harbor for
a two week cruise along
the Michigan side of the
lake. The boats spent the weekend in

Table setting that Martha Stewart would approve in Whitehall, MI

could only see about 50 yards around us. The
fog stayed with us all day, but with a new app
called Boat Beacon on our phones, we felt safe.
After one night at Muskegon, we headed to
Saugatuck. As we were leaving Lake Muskegon,
we encountered winds and a rain storm that
Holland, MI, attending the 20th anniversary
once again reduced our visibility to about 50
Jennifer Danhauer, Francine Kuenzli,
of LMCA’s (Lake Michigan Catalina
yards. As we circled within the lake, we had to
Danita Stone – “All for one, and one for all”
Association) MacBay outing. Friday night
stay away from the high speed ship that travels
started with a shrimp boil and ended
from Muskegon to Milwaukee. They were not
with a fun Brown Bag auction. Saturday the U.S. Coast Guard
able to dock due to the high winds and reduced visibility. After
allowed us to fire off our old flares. In the afternoon, a number
the storm, we continued on to the marina in Douglas and enjoyed
of boaters were able to participate in the Catalina 36 match race.
four days of great weather.
The evening started with a great dinner and closed with steel
Our last stop was South Haven where again the wives continued
drum music to dance the night away.
shopping, and we all enjoyed the great restaurants available to us
Sunday we left Holland for Grand Haven to enjoy the evening
in Michigan.
water dancing shows, shopping and great eating. Our next stop
Other than the two days of bad weather, overall it was great with
was Whitehall which is 3.5 nautical miles up the White Lake,
some warm and hot days along with cool evenings. As usual, the
where we again enjoyed shopping and great eating. The morning
wind was on our nose so motoring was easy on the calm lake.
we left Whitehall for Muskegon the fog was so heavy that we
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HAMMOND YACHT CLUB
By John Botich, Commodore

The Hammond Yacht Club has become
a destination spot. Yacht clubs from
around the lake have been planning
trips to the Hammond Marina and
enjoying everything the marina has
to offer: beaches, golfing, gambling,
entertainment, dining, and of course
the Hammond Yacht Club. Located on the picturesque southern
shores of Lake Michigan, the Hammond Yacht Club is just 20
minutes by land or 12 nautical miles from Chicago. A recreation
haven, there’s something to interest and entertain everyone.
As a member of Yachting Clubs of America, Lake Michigan
Yachting Association, Lakeshore Chamber of Commerce, and the
Chicago Yachting Association, Hammond Yacht Club has made a
significant effort to add to the enjoyment of boating. All visitors
are welcome, and Bar Manager Joan Klodniki is always available to
help with information regarding the Club and marina.
The Hammond Yacht Club is happy to have a new kitchen
staff from Freddy’s Steak House, which has been a landmark in

See you
at the Club.

Hammond for nearly half
a century. Freddy’s has
a reputation for quality
steaks, chops, ribs, seafood,
and pasta entrees. Our
membership and visiting guests have been very happy with the
quality of food that Freddy’s has to offer. The staff of Freddy’s
does a great job of working together with Joan and the staff of
the Yacht Club; they complement each other very well. Jim and
Tammy Kamradt, owners of Freddy’s Steakhouse are a very good
fit with our boating community.
The Hammond Yacht Club could not operate without the
cooperation of Mayor Thomas M. McDermott Jr. and the
Hammond Port Authority. The Club runs very smoothly with us
working together. As an original member of the Club and now the
Commodore since 2009, I am proud to be part of and to work
with the group of people who represent the City of Hammond,
the Hammond Marina, and the Hammond Yacht Club. The
southern part of Lake Michigan sure is a nice place to be.

HAMMOND YACHT CLUB
Reciprocating Members
Drop By & See our NewYacht Club Building!
Visit Hammond Marina for lower gas prices

low k
drinsts
co

731 Casino Center Dr.
Hammond, Indiana 46320
219-659-9030

great
sandwiches
&
entrees
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Jen Kennalley, Craig Roehl, Robert Cane, Amy Roehl, Edward Mui,
Alice Kaminski, Brian Kennalley

CYA Boat of the Year: Meet MEAT
Photos by Zachary James Johnston (www.zacharyjamesjohnston.com)

Meet MEAT, a Tartan 10 racing boat owned
and operated by Brian Kennalley, Edward
Mui, and Craig Roehl. This is the first year of
competition for MEAT, and the owners and
crew have entered every race and regatta in
the Chicago area for which they were eligible.
In fact, MEAT entered more races reported
in this magazine than any other single yacht.
And they were in the winners circle 13 times
this season, again more than any other single
yacht reported here. They took 1st place 5
times, 2nd place twice, 3rd place 4 times,
and came in 5th in 2 races, including 1st of
22 in the NOOD, 5th of 21 in the Mac, 2nd
of 21 in the Verve, 1st in both legs of the
Bi-State, and 1st overall in the Michigan City
navigational. It hasn’t all been beginners luck,
however, as the group has sailed together
almost exclusively for the last 3 years.
Brian began sailing in 2007 with Dave Brezina
aboard his T-10, Ratty. Craig took sailing
classes at Chicago Corinthian Yacht Club and
joined the Ratty crew in 2008. Edward took
classes at Chicago Sailing and started crewing
with David Finley aboard Jing Bang. Jing Bang
and Ratty followed each other to the finish
line during the 2011 Mac and consequently
were rafted off each other on Mackinac
Island. Brian and Craig proceeded to break
out the celebratory refreshments, and Edward,
along with the Jing Bang crew broke out the
cleaning supplies. Some good natured ribbing
ensued that developed into the winning team
aboard MEAT.
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The cross-over in duties extends to the
owners as well as the crew. Not only are
there 3 owners to plan and do the work,
the 3 share equally in the command of the
boat and take turns in different command
positions. One of the procedures they have
instituted is that the helmsperson just
drives. Steering is a full-time job with no
other responsibilities. That has worked very
well for MEAT.
Owners Craig Roehl, Brian Kennalley, and Edward Mui

Many have wondered about the unusual, nonnautical name of the boat. It, too, was the
result of a joke about possible names if they
ever got a boat, and MEAT was named long
before any possible boat was on the horizon.
The basic premise of the relationship between
the owners has been fun, and that has carried
over with their crew.
The crew, namely Robert Cane, Kate
Rebmann, Markell Pool, Valen Smith, Amy
Roehl (Craig’s sister), Alice Kaminski and
Jen Kennalley (Brian’s new bride), have all
been sailing together for several years and are
fundamental to MEAT’s success. For Wednesday
races a crew member drives the boat and
people don’t do their usual positions, so
everyone becomes capable of doing anything.
The security of knowing that each person
can be counted on to do any job has enabled
MEAT to excel. Often communications can be
non-verbal; a quick look that says, “I’ve got
it,” or “Come help,” can save minutes on the
race course. According to Brian, “The boat
handling has been out of this world this year.
Mark roundings have worked marvelously.”

All of the owners credit the T-10 fleet with
MEAT’s success on the race course. Edward
said, “The size and the traditions of the T-10
fleet in Chicago have made a big difference
for us.” Craig talked about other T-10 owners
coaching the MEAT owners after races, and
Brian talked about other owners actually
coming out on MEAT to provide on-the-job
coaching. The T-10 fleet also offers off-season
training and has activities throughout the year
that help unify and strengthen the group. Last
year the fleet held a mid-season barbeque and
sponsored an intercollegiate regatta where
university students sailed the T-10 boats.
MEAT was handled by the Michigan State
team and came in 4th.
While MEAT’s successes this year are the result
of great communication among the owners and
crew, the cross-over of duties, and the support
of the T-10 fleet, the number one focus for
Craig, Brian, and Ed is fun. Individually each of
them talks about the enjoyment of sailing and
working with the others. They exemplify the
true concept of team, and this year it has truly
been a winning team.

JACKSON PARK YACHT CLUB

The Founders of the Jackson Park
Yacht Club fashioned a yacht
harbor out of the debris left over
from the Chicago World’s Fair
of 1893. This left over relic has
turned into the best kept secret
in Chicago, Jackson Park Harbor.
This has been a wonderful year
filled with gorgeous sunsets from
our balcony and with the peace
and serenity not found in any
other harbor in Chicago.

Please come join us
as we celebrate our
125th anniversary
in 2016.

We’d like to invite members from all yacht
clubs to join us in experiencing our wonderful
Club at a Saturday or Sunday brunch during
the boating season. Complimentary docking is
provided for boaters with drafts up to 8 feet.
Mario and Lila Gandarilla of Terrace Grill
prepare a delicious assortment for Saturday and
Sunday brunches and Saturday dinners. They also cater all of
our Club events throughout the season: Island Party, Blues
Fest, Jazz Fest, Oktoberfest, Clambake, Halloween Party,
and Awards Dinner. On many Sunday afternoons, a live band
provides entertainment. This year we added an evening of Salsa
dancing, and next year, we plan to expand our dance series.
Our membership has increased significantly over the past two
years. Members enjoy kayaking, bicycling and stand up
paddleboards owned by the Club. Our Club thrives due to the
amazing contribution of all our member volunteers. In the last

Jackson Park Yacht Club
117 YEARS OF YACHTING TRADITION

6400 S. Promontory Drive | Chicago, IL 60649

www.jacksonparkyachtclub.org
James Webb, Commodore
Karen Harris, Vice Commodore
Janet Hansen, Rear Commodore

Call: 773.684.5522

year, we’ve installed new lockers and
have significantly improved the dining
area. JPYC also enjoys the camaraderie
of steak fry dinners at the nearby
Southern Shore Yacht Club. Members
and non-members alike take advantage of mast
stepping and mast storage for boats up to an
8 foot draft. During the off-season members
frequent Friday movie nights, potlucks, and
impromptu get-togethers.

Our races remain very popular. Throughout the
year, Jackson Park Yacht Club Race Committee
continues to provide certified U.S. Sailing officers to support
our Club and several other yacht clubs with both personnel and
equipment. JPYC hosts a Wednesday night race series from
June through September, the Lutz Regatta, the 2nd leg of
the Bi-State, the 3rd leg of the Tri-State, and the Raske
Race with a dinner in Michigan City. Our racers also participate
in other Area III, MORF and international races throughout
the year. Witch-Craft, Mischief, Mise En Place, Unknown Lady2,
Providence, and Terminal Velocity in addition to other members
on other yachts represented Jackson Park Yacht Club at the Chicago
Yacht Club Race to Mackinac this past year. Many boats in the Club
participated in other off-shore races. Jim Lett earned Yachtsman
of the Year due to his commitment to improving the Club, his
devotion to kids, and his attention to detail that helped to sustain
the Club. Boats of the Year were DeDa’s Toy (Main and Jib
Section) and Witch-Craft (Spinnaker Section).
In addition to Kids’ Day, new this year, we co-sponsored a Youth
Sailing Program with the Chicago Park District which was a huge
success. We are looking forward to a successful program next year.
2015 yachting in chicago
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crafting visual experiences
elizabeth-ashby.com

proud to have
served as
designer &
photographer
for
yachting in chicago
magazine
since 2009

chicago yachting association
yachtsperson of the year

past commodores
1959-60
1961
1962
1693-64
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970-71
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987-88
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1989
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1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999-00
2001
2002-03
2004-05
2006-07
2008
2009
2010-11
2012-13
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Marshall Kissell*
Howard Black
Roy E. Eldridge
Lionel J. Berc
Harold Jennings
George K. Dohlin
Raoul M. Allessee
John C. Cutler*
Frank Eskuchen
Edward B. Stein
Richard J. Cummins
Thomas Jordan
Sidney Waller*
Lewis Davidson
Don Denizman
Howard L. Beers
John O. Duncan
William R. Rossburger
Edward Strange
Phillip C. Meltze
Raymond Grana
Gerald W. Miarecki
George M. Morrissey
Selwyn Mather*
Robert W. Johnson
Joseph C. Penar
Raymond H. Andressen
John B. Mack*
John C. Palmer, Jr.
Ray J. Wagner
Theodore E. Dawson, Jr.
William W. Parks
Ray Cohen*
Jerry Metzger
Gerald H. Thomas
Robert Zimny
George T. Lisner
Robert P. Edidin*
Fred W. Poppe
Don Hermanson*
Betty Lerner
Don A. Koster
Anthony J. Cimino
James H. Wright*
Richard F. Lauric
Scott S. Baumgartner
Walter (Gibby) Vartan

ColYC
JPYC
DYC
BPYC
JPYC
BPYC
BPYC
CCYC
DYC
ColYC
SSYC
BPYC
DYC
BPYC
BYC
ColYC
JPYC
*CCYC
DYC
BYC
SSYC
JPYC
ColYC
CCYC
BPYC
DYC
JPYC
BYC
CCYC
SSYC
BYC
CYC
DYC
BPYC
ColYC
SSYC
CCYC
BYC
BPYC
CCYC
BYC
CalYC
BPYC
ColYC
BPYC
BYC
CYC

1960
1961
1962
1965
1966

1969
1981
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Bill Whalen
PYC
George Harvey
COLYC
Ted Dunlap
COLYC
Martin H. Roefer
Weldon P. Cody
CYC
Marty Friedman
CCYC
Abe Jacobs
BPYC
Barry Oller
COLYC
Adrien Walker
JPYC
Raoul M. Allesee
BPYC
Joseph D. Day, Illinois Boating Council
Marshall Kissel
COLYC
Harry “Bus” Yourell
John C. Cutler
CCYC
Eugene M. Kinney
CYC
Chester Kuttner
COLYC
Dick Jennings
CYC
William R. Rossberger
CCYC
Edward B. Stein
COLYC
Raoul M. Allesee
BPYC
Bill Pinkney
BYC
Sumner N. Sollitt
CYC
William W. Parks
CYC
Robert E. Murphy
CPS
RADM Randy K. Preschel USCG RET
Shawn Mullane
Jerry E. Metzger
BPYC
Robert P. Edidin
BYC
Grant Crowley
CYC
Fred W. Poppe
BPYC
Peter Goldman
JGASF
Don Glasell
CYC
Deane Tank, Sr.
CYC
George Morrissey
COLYC
Tom W. Neill
COL YC
Don A. Koster
CAL YC
Gene Mccarthy (Sail)
CYC & JPYC
Bill Templeman (Power) CYC
Don Draper (Sail)
COLYC
Dave Truitt (Power)
JPYC
Randall Schmidt (Power) DYC
Jack Lyle (Sail)
JPYC
Peter E. Pallis (Power)
USCG AUX
Gerald Miarecki (Sail)
CYC
Jane McMillan (Power)
BYC
Lloyd Karzen (Sail)
CYC
Gerald Miarecki (Sail)
CYC

JOSEPH CONRAD YACHT CLUB
By Michael Niedzinski, JCYC Rear Commodore
Joseph Conrad
Yacht Club was
founded in 1969
by a group of students at the University of
Illinois. The mission of this organization
is to advance and sustain sailing skills and
traditions within the Polish community in
Chicago and expand the organization by
attracting young sailors of Polish heritage.
The organization sponsors 2 regattas and
frequently organizes sailing cruises in the
Caribbean. The JCYC meets on every first
Tuesday of the month at Sheridan Shores
Yacht Club in Wilmette.
The 2015 sailing
season started early for
several members of
JCYC. They participated
in a celebration of the
Year of Wladyslaw
Wagner, a renowned
Polish sailor who
completed a circumnavigated in the 1930s.
Boats from several Polish yacht clubs in
North America and Europe participated in
the one-week celebration. Festivities took
place on Beef Island in the British Virgin
Islands, selected by Wladyslaw Wagner as
his home after the circumnavigation.

The season will close in mid-November with
the annual Banquet. This will provide an
opportunity to recognize the winners of the
Regattas and sponsors of the charitable events.

On Sunday, September 13th, six JCYC yachts
hosted fifty children, some of them with
special needs, on the annual cruise on Lake
Michigan. The outing included a two-hour
cruise and games on shore. This was the
third annual “Sailing with Chicago Children”
charitable event sponsored by JCYC.

Start of the Joseph Conrad Regatta

Commodore Golabek displayed a giant USA flag on July 4th
while cruising on “Forte Sea,” his Hylas 46 sailboat

Isidore Ryzak, one of our founding
members, and his son Paul braved the
elements and participated in a very breezy
September 12th Venetian Night on “Chicago
Legend,” their beautifully decorated boat.
Their theme was Crakow Dragon.

The JCYC Season Opener took place on
June 7th in Montrose Harbor, which is the
new location of the Club House/Flagship
Conrad. Close to sixty members and
sympathizers participated in the festivities
which included live music and traditional
sailor grub and beverages. The JCYC
sponsored two regattas during the season.
The Regatta for the Commodore’s Golden
Button took place on July 25th, while
the Joseph Conrad Regatta took place on
August 29th. The year 2015 was, as always,
a busy season for the JCYC members with
individual skippers participating in The
Mackinac Race, Leukemia Cup, Tristate and
others.

A group of Chicago area children ready to board one of
the JCYC sailboats

jcyc

www.jcycchicago.com
CURRENT FLAG OFFICERS (2015-2017)

Gregory Golabek, Commodore
Stanislaw Zelazny, Vice-Commodore
Michael Niedzinski, Rear Commodore,
Alicja Kabat,Treasurer
Barbara Cisek, Secretary

“Chicago Legend” in front of Navy pier during the Venetian Night.

Participants in Wladyslaw Wagner festivities in the British Virgin Islands
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MUSEUM SHORES TRAVELS TO NEW PORTS

Member Laray Reddin shows off the banner
The group was so large that we had to take 2 photos to include all

Commodore Charles Cross has initiated some new activities at
Museum Shores Yacht Club. Last year he spearheaded a renovation
of the club house that has created an attractive, comfortable, and
welcoming space for the members and guests. He also started
an annual cruise. This year, the second annual cruise had over
100 people traveling to Jamaica and the Cayman Islands. That is
an accomplishment that Museum Shores hopes to continue and
expand to other yacht clubs and boaters in the Chicago area. They
hope to have 150 people join them next year.
The trip was a 5-day, 4-night event through the Western
Caribbean aboard Victory of the Carnival Cruise Lines. Before the
trip, the group spent time at the Hotel Marriott in Miami where
they were received warmly. Of the trip itself, a highlight was
climbing the Dunn’s River Falls at Ocho Rios. Of course snorkeling
and shopping were popular activities, also.
Museum Shores credits the great success of the event to Veronica
Coffee, the travel agent who planned the itinerary, including
the flights and hotel accommodations. Omar Neely assisted in
gathering media footage, which detailed the entire trip. Dennis
Smalley Sr. and Gwennettar Greenleaf of Pleasure Productions II
helped market and promote the event and hosted several steppers
events leading up to and during the cruise.
Two club members were instrumental in making sure we had
great musical entertainment throughout the event. Thanks go to
Marcus Wilkerson, Vice Commodore, and Laray Reddin for their
musical engineering mastery. They delighted our group and drew
others traveling on the ship to an evening of dancing at our Meet
and Greet and All White Party.
The best part of the trip though was the camaraderie and the fun
of being together and being identified as a group. Both the hotel
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VC Wilkerson and travel agent Veronica Coffee at the All White Party

Charles Cross
Commodore
Marcus Wilkerson
Vice Commodore
Terry James
Rear Commodore
Clarence Junkins
Secretary
Dan Knight
Treasurer
Gregory Williamson
Immediate Past Commodore
Board Members:
James Godwin
Rudolph Bennett
Carl Gorden
Maynard Welch

Commodore Cross and Pamela Perkins

and the ship flew a Museum
Shores banner, and all of
the participants wore shirts
designed by Kimberly Allen,
making it easy for them to
stand out and be identified as
a group. In addition, all guests
received gift bags.

Through all this planning for
the cruise, Museum Shores has continued their outreach into the
community and worked closely with Alderwoman Leslie Hairston
in civic activities. But the whole focus of course is being on the
water. Through all the activities and the cruise, Museum Shores is
dedicated to increasing, improving and expanding water-based time.

SOUTHERN SHORE YACHT CLUB
C LU B H OU S E A N D A N C H OR AG E

JACKSON PARK, INNER HARBOR, 6401 S. RICHARDS DRIVE,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60649
312-752-9686
SOUTHERN SHORE YACHT CLUB was established over 100
years ago in a cozy Harbor called Jackson Park Inner. It was
dug out for the Columbian Exposition of 1893, and the first
boats to ply its waters were pedal boats shaped like Swans.
In those days there was no access to Lake Michigan. Today,
Jackson Inner is one of three harbors that require boaters
to enter by going under a fixed bridge. This feature limits
our membership to power boats, but it also places us in the
middle of the park where we are surrounded by beautiful
trees and a wonderful golf course that is always busy in the
warmer months. This all makes for a quiet, serene harbor,
often called a Paradise. We call it the “best kept secret in
the Chicago Harbor System!”

Commodore

LaRue Watson

Our original Club House burned to the waterline in the
early 1930s and was rebuilt by the membership of that
time. The current Club is a warm, friendly place to gather
for impromptu barbecues out on the deck, parties, and
our monthly Steak Fry, which
is our “Main Event” held on
the 2nd Tuesday of the month,
April through October. Our
Entertainment Director keeps us
hopping with new ideas and is
always looking for more!

George McGuire

Our diverse membership brings together many
different cultures, a lot of wonderful food, and
wonderful music. Most importantly, it brings
together many wonderful people that truly
enjoy each other’s company!

Eschol Hall
Donnie Simmons
Tony Cappetta

Cruise in for a Steak
Fry! You may decide
to stay!

Vice Commodore

Dwayne Digby
Rear Commodore
Secretary

Brandy Williams
Treasurer

Joseph DeMatteo
Board Members

Member

Lake Michigan & Chicago
Yachting Associatiions
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MORF Race

MORF Race Start

Unknown Lady

MIDWEST OPEN RACING FLEET
Chicago’s Midwest Open Racing Fleet (MORF), in its 57th season, is an
all-volunteer organization of members donating their time to organize and run
races and to provide a social program for themselves and their families.
The racing model is one fee per season, just show up and
race, in a PHRF fleet with boats rating from -48 to 200+.
The average PHRF rating is just over 100, and that average is
dropping by 4 points each year as the MORF fleet gets faster.
There are divisions for jib and main, spinnaker and multihulls. Unlike racing nationwide, MORF membership and
participation have been stable over the last 5 seasons with a
fleet of 50+ boats and 400 participants in the 36 MORF run
races each season. MORF also participates in the Wednesday
night Beer Can races with about one third of all racers
scored in MORF in addition to their yacht clubs.
The six race MORF Long Distance Series was run this
season largely together with Area III. MORF ran Area III
races around a 20 mile course and to and from St Joseph
in June and was a section of the Michigan City Yacht
Club’s Area III PHRF races to and from Michigan City in
August. All races are dual scored for Area III and MORF.
The result is a larger fleet and more competition for
everyone.
In an experiment this season MORF joined Columbia Yacht
Club for two race days combining the Columbia Chester
Kuttner Regatta with the MORF Crowley’s Sprint Regatta on
August 2nd and on August 16th, combining the Columbia
Mayor Daley Regatta with the MORF Marano/Skyway
Sprint Regatta.
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The seven race Lady Skipper’s Series finishes in late August.
These races require a woman at the helm from warning
to finish. Ten boats have raced in this series. More are
welcome. This series is now on par with the other two
competitive seven race series including an opportunity to
qualify for the the season championship Commodore’s
Cup in September.
As I write this the MORF’s September sailing frenzy is
about to begin. (It’s going to be a long winter!) The
MORF Commodore’s Cup, a three race regatta, will have
its final qualifiers determined in the last points races
in early September. The MORF Open, our traditional
season ending three race weekend and party for all
MORF and Area III racers will be September 26-27.
Hopefully, the weather will encourage boats to stay in
the water to race in the last days of September. We are
already planning MORF’s 58th season.
For over a half century, MORF has maintained a vibrant
and winning combination of member involvement,
competition, social and network interactions. More
information can be found at www.morfracing.org.
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2014 Junior Fleet Awards

BELMONT YACHT CLUB

There and Back Shorthanded
Regatta
AUGUST 1
Archimedes II
Safir III
Jahazi

Joe Hummel
Robert Radway
Frank Giampoli

SINGLE-HANDED
1st
2nd
3rd

Sea-U
Compensable
Escapade

Brian Crabb
Jeffrey Stack
Charles Jimenez

BURNHAM PARK YACHT CLUB

T-10
Tango II	Martin & Tina Plonus
Mutiny
John Schellenbach
Jump
Hank Graziano

BEN 40.7
Das Boot

2014 Rossberger
Trophy Winner

Jay & Cindy Muller

Beer Can Racing Fleet
Boat of the Year

1st

BEN 40.7

SPIN 1
1st
2nd
3rd

Gaucho	Diane & Mark
Bouckaert
Maskwa
Don Waller
Jason
Ed Cohen

SPIN 2
1st
2nd

Peregrine
Tenacity

Mark & Jackie Stoll
Dick O’Connell

Planxty
Warp Drive
Kahuna

Dennis Bartley
Carl Stineman
Loren Thompson

SPIN 3
1st
2nd
3rd

CHICAGO CORINTHIAN YACHT CLUB

Hairy Scary Regatta
OCTOBER 2014
1st

2nd
3rd

Bedrock	Andy Camarda &
Markell Pool
Team Lyft	Ned Turney & Tina
Weber
Seamen	Jacob Karlin &
Katie Karlin

Shawn O’Neill
Dorsey Ruley
John Kalanik

Eagle

Shawn O’Neill

BEN 36.7

JAM
Hank Kalmus
Bill Van Emburg
Dick Dronsuth

Tim Rathbun
Lou Jacob
Brian Kaczor

PHRF-SPIN 2

MAY 27-SEPTEMBER 2
Tempest
ZaZen
Starship

Eagle
Scout
Pura Vida

1st

Soulshine
Jarrett Altmin
Tequila Mockingbird Chris Duhon
Tried and True
Robert K. Foley
Turning Point

David Hardy

Olympic Cup

1st

Circus

2nd

Cahoots	Mark Schermerhorn

Meat	Brian Kennalley,
Edward Mui, Craig
Roehl

FLEET PHRF
Pura Vida
Eagle

John Kalanik
Shawn O’Neill

Waukegan to Chicago

1st

Das Boot

Jay & Cindy Muller

2nd

Vayu

Ron Buzil

JULY 25-26
LASER
1st
Waterboard
2nd		
3rd		
4th
Anonymous
1st		
1st
2nd
3rd

John Walter
Stanley Knapczyk
Philippe Geyskens

1st

Jackpot

Lee Shuckerow

2nd

Preflight

Anthony Bowker

3rd

Darren Gilbert

Darren Gilbert

T-10
1st
2nd
3rd

Cheap Thrill	Nancy & Tim
Snyder
Witch-Craft
Jim Webb
Mutiny	John Schellenbach

J/105
Y-Not
Ginny Waskel
Phantom	Peter Schwarzbach
The Asylum
Team The Asylum

PHRF-SPIN 1
Defiance

Dale Smirl

Erica
Winnebago
Skidmarks

Brian Kaczor
Tim Rathbun
Lou Jacob

Hobelman Regatta
AUGUST 23
T-10
2nd
3rd

1st

Sweet
Rhubarb
EightOFour

VIPER 640

T-10

1st
2nd
3rd

Conrad Vandlik

RHODES 19

1st

2nd
3rd

Rick Strilky
Jason Brown
Garrett Gast
Russell Schulz

LASER RADIAL

JUNE 21
1st

John Calto

JULY 26

T-10

1st
2nd

Don Waller
Ray Teborek
David Dickerson

Kaczmarek Cup

MAY 24
1st

Maskwa
Challenge
Paradigm Shift

Gim Hobelman One
Design Regatta

FLEET PHRF

1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd
3rd

Tom Kane

MAY 23

1st
2nd
3rd

Dorsey Ruley
Jairo Bispo Cruz

BEN 40.7

Spring Opener
Winnebago
Skidmarks
Erica

Scout
St. Francis

PHRF-SPIN 5

Oliver Ziol

1st
2nd
3rd

SEPTEMBER 13

1st

1st
2nd
3rd

SAILOR OF THE YEAR

Honey Badger

1st
2nd

PHRF-SPIN 3

OPTI SAILOR OF THE YEAR

T-10

Zukasky Memorial
1st
2nd
3rd

Byron Silva Pedroza
Tyler Singer

DOUBLE-HANDED
1st
2nd
3rd

SAILOR OF THE YEAR

PHRF-SPIN 2

Lightning	Bob Warnecke/Steve
Karstrand
Skidmarks
Lou Jacob
Retention
Mark Croll

FLEET PHRF
1st
2nd
3rd

Turning Point
David Hardy
Vayu
Ron Buzil
Lightning	Bob Warnecke/Steve
Karstrand

BEN 40.7
1st
2nd

Turning Point
Vayu

David Hardy
Ron Buzil

Red Flannels Regatta
SEPTEMBER 19-20
LIGHTNING
1st		Todd Wake/Kristine
Wake & Douglas
Wake
2nd		
William Faude
3rd		
Richard Walsh

J/70
1st

2nd

Aquaholiks	Martin Johnsson/
Jorgen Johnsson with
Augi Hernandez, Sue
O’Neil
Empeiri
John Heaton

3rd

LostBoys

Gary Scott

LASER

TURBO
1st
2nd
3rd

JULY 30-AUGUST 27
SPIN 7
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd

Dave Poquette
Rick Strilky

3rd

BOBO

Paul Wurtzebach

T-10

Y-Not
Gremlin
Pura Vida

1st
2nd
3rd
Waskel
Haugen
Kalanik

Wednesday Evening A Series
MAY 20-JUNE 17
Saucy
No Problem

Lewis
Deutsch

Damnyoukofski

Kofski

Phantom
Y-Not
Radiance

Schwarzbach
Waskel
White

Yellow Mellow
Sassafrass
Meat

Emmerich
Barch
Kennalley

SPORT
1st

SPIN 6
1st
2nd
3rd

T-10
1st
2nd
3rd

TURBO
1st
2nd

Vayu
Pura Vida

Buzil
Kalanik

Wednesday Evening B Series
JUNE 24-JULY 22
SPIN 7
1st
2nd
3rd

Waskel
Gorey
Schwarzbach

Yellow Mellow
Sassafrass
Rainbow’s End

Emmerich
Barch
Fink

Pura Vida
Wooton
Bandit

Kalanik
Candea
Kestler

TURBO
1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd
3rd

Gremlin
Radiance
Odyssey

Haugen
White
Beitel

Pursuit Series
SEPTEMBER 2-23

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Pura Vida
Bandit
Yellow Mellow
Circus
Meat
Vayu

Kalanik
Kestler
Emmerich
Calto
Kennalley
Buzil

Rhodes 19 Championship A
Series
JUNE 14-JULY 19
1st
2nd
3rd

Sweet
Windigo
Zephyr

John Walter
Patrick Crosby
Marc Culler

Candea

1st
2nd

White
Sweet

Bob Bernstein
John Walter

Y-Not
Archimedes III
Radiance

Waskel
Hummel / Lore
White

3rd

Windigo

Pat Crosby

Ratty
Sassafrass
Odyssey

Brezina
Barch
Beitel

Rhodes 19 Championship B
Series
AUGUST 9-SEPTEMBER 13

Rhodes 19 Evening Series
MAY 22-JULY1

Rhodes 19 Sunset Series
JULY 8-AUGUST 26

1st
2nd
3rd

White
Sweet
Rhubarb

Bob Bernstein
John Walter
Gretchen Hartke

Vanguard 15 Summer Series
MAY-SEPTEMBER
FLEET RACE
1st
2nd
3rd

407
1069
672

Andy Graff
Val Smith
Mike Schroff

TEAM RACE
1st
2nd
3rd

513
1069
1620

David Stix
Val Smith
Ben Marden

1069
407
1620
672
1736

Val Smith
Andy Graff
Ben Marden
Mike Schroff
Jacob Karlin

OVERALL
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

CHICAGO MATCH RACE CENTER

Moonlight Series

Flight Risk

T-10
1st
2nd
3rd

Y-Not
Runaway
Phantom

Deutsch
Lewis
Haugen

SPIN 6
1st
2nd
3rd

Candea
Bowker

No Problem
Saucy
Gremlin

SPORT
1st

Flight Risk
Pre Flight

MAY 29-SEPTEMBER 25

SPIN 7
1st
2nd

Calto
Haugen
Deutsch

SPIN 6

Laser
Waterboard

1st
2nd
3rd

Circus
Gremlin
No Problem

SPORT

1st
2nd

MAY 20-AUGUST 26

Candea
Kestler
Kalanik

Wednesday Evening C Series

1st
2nd
3rd

Weekend Series

Wooton
Bandit
Pura Vida

1st
2nd

Sweet
White

John Walter
Bob Bernstein

3rd

Rhubarb

Gretchen Hartke

Spring Invitational, Grade 3
MAY 30-31
1st
2nd

Steven Lowrey (USA)
Peter Holz (USA)

3rd

Don Wilson (USA)

Grand Slam Qualifier, Grade 2
JUNE 19-21
1st
2nd
3rd

Don Wilson (USA)
Peter Holz (USA)
Nathan Hollerbach (USA)

Summer Invitational A, Grade 3
JULY 23-24
1st
2nd
3rd

Don Wilson (USA)
Nevin Snow (USA)
Charles Lalumiere (USA)

Summer Invitational B, Grade 3
JULY 25-26
1st
2nd
3rd

Nevin Snow (USA)
Steve Lowery (USA)
Charles Lalumiere (USA)

Chicago Grand Slam, Grade 2
AUGUST 21-23
1st
2nd
3rd

David Storrs (USA)
Chris Steele (NZL)
Sam Gilmour (AUS)

Autumn Invitational, Grade 3
SEPTEMBER 26-27
1st
2nd
3rd

Peter Holz (USA)
David Storrs (USA)
Don Wilson (USA)

Spring Frostbite

CHICAGO YACHT CLUB

High School Keel Boat Qualifier
OCTOBER 4, 2014
1st
2nd

Loyola Academy
New Trier High School

Great Lakes High School
Championship
NOVEMBER 15-16, 2014
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Minnetonka High School
Loyola Academy
Arrowhead High School
Oconomowoc High School
New Trier High School

Timme Angsten Memorial
Regatta
NOVEMBER 22-23, 2014
1st
2nd
3rd

University of Michigan
Wolverines
University of Wisconsin	Honey
Badgers
University of Wisconsin
Badgers

Fall Frostbite
LASER
1st
Waterboard
2nd		
3rd
WARMULLET
4th		

Rick Strilky
Robert Christie
Chris Manick
Roman Plutenko

V15
1st
Breeze
Mel Levy/Liz Clemons
2nd		Christopher Williams/
Jaci Wolf-Ivins
3rd
Runaway Bunny	John Schellenbach/
Kate Moon

LASER RADIAL
1st		Christa Georgeson

SONAR-PM
1st
2nd

LASER
1st		
2nd		
3rd
InstaGator
1st
2nd
3rd

Condor	Jacob Karlin/Katie
Karlin
Gin Court Jesters	David Stix/Theresa
Trejo
Runaway Bunny

1st
Retention
2nd		

1st		Claire Considine/Kyle
Considine
2nd		
Greg Tabb/Sue Fox
3rd
POO
Sean Perry

SONAR-AM
1st		Michael Whitford/
Bob Willis, Travis
Heitzinger
Rented Sonar

1st		Nick Norris/Caitlin
Gaske
2nd		
Greg Tabb
3rd		
Barbara Benstead
4th
Mermaid	Perry Sean/Megan
McDonnell
5th		
Karl Brummel

SONAR-AM
1st		Sarah Renz/Mark
Renz
2nd		
Stan Mehaffey
3rd		Nick Norris/Caitlin
Gaske, Farhan
Devani, Andrew Appel

Tod Reynolds

High School Icebreaker
MARCH 28-29
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Loyola Academy
Latin of Chicago
Minnetonka
New Trier High School

High School Baker Central
Qualifier
MAY 2-3
1st
2nd
3rd

Latin School of Chicago
New Trier High School
Lake Forest High School

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

420

Mark Croll
Edward Towey

420

J/70
John Gottwald
John Heaton
Amy Neill

John Schellenbach

SONAR-PM

Rickover Regatta

Eagles Wings
Empeiria
Nitemare

Roman Plutenko
Robert Christie
Andrew Aronson

VANGUARD 15

SONAR X
Molly McMahon
Unknown	Sam Veilleux/Ted
Towey
3rd		
Nicholas Camino
1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd

APRIL 5-MAY 3

2nd

OCTOBER 5-NOVEMBER 23, 2014

NORTH RALLY - PHRF OFFSHORE 1

Walter Payton College Preparatory
Hinsdale Central High School
New Trier High School (Trevian 2)
New Trier High School (Trevian 1)

SONAR
Hinsdale Central High School
Rickover Naval Academy

1st
2nd
3rd

NORTH RALLY - PHRF OFFSHORE 3
1st
2nd

Providence
Cheap Thrill

Jerry & Greg Miarecki
Nancy & Tim Snyder

Vayu
LaTempete
Das Boot

Ron Buzil
Tom Weber
Jay Muller

BEN 40.7
1st
2nd
3rd

FARR 40
1st
2nd
3rd

Inferno
Philip Dowd
Norboy	Leif Sigmond /
Marcus Thymian
Hot Lips
Christopher Whitford

ORR
1st
2nd

Heartbreaker
Natalie J

Robert Hughes
Philip O’Niel III

Eagle
Sufficient Reason
Rowdy

Shawn/Jerry O’Neill
Mitchell Padnos
Richard Witzel

Surface Tension
Bozos Circus
Maskwa

Jeffrey Schaefer
Bruce Metcalf
Donald Waller

PHRF 1
1st
2nd
3rd

PHRF 2
1st
2nd
3rd

BEN 36.7
1st
2nd
3rd

FOG	Charlie Wurtzebach/
Mike Bird
Tequila Mockingbird Chris Duhon
Soulshine
Jarrett Altmin

J/105
1st
2nd
3rd

Vytis
Sealark
The Asylum

Tom & Gyt Petkus
Clark Pellett
Jon Weglarz

Full Tilt
Northstar

Peter Priede
David Gustman

J/109
1st
2nd

2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Meat	Brian Kennalley,
Edward Mui, Craig
Roehl
Skidmarks
Lou Jacob
Erica
Brian & Mike Kaczor
Winnebago
Tim Rathbun
Mutiny
John Schellenbach

Hamilton Club Trophy
1st

Infinite Diversion  	

Joseph Haas

Providence
Tango
Water Works

Greg Miarecki
Charles Norris
Rick & Mary Ann Lillie

ORR 2

J/70
Martin Johnsson
John Heaton
John Arendshorst

NORTH RALLY - ORR CRUISING
Jug Band
Elysium 2
Barracuda

Benjamin Wilson
James Prendergast
Thomas Blasco

ORR 1

JUNE 12-14
Aquaholiks
Empeiria
20/20

RAMBLER
Big Meanie
Liberty 2

JUNE 26-27

NOOD Regatta

1st
2nd
3rd

NORTH RALLY - PHRF OFFSHORE 2

1st

420

1st
2nd
3rd

Jeremy Alexis
Frank Giampoli

T-10

MAY 16

1st
2nd

Solitary
Jahazi

Harry Simmon
Frederick Bally
David Hughes

1st
2nd
3rd

Old Guard Race
JULY 1
1st
2nd
3rd

Mel Guthrie
Peter Barrett
Gene McCarthy

Chicago Grand Prix Invitational
JULY 3-5

1st
2nd
3rd

Hot Lips
Christopher Whitford
Norboy	Leif Sigmond/Marcus
Thymian
Eagles Wings
John Gottwald

106th Race to Mackinac
JULY 10-14

Joseph S. Haas
Dick & Doug DeVos
Tom Falck
Michael Steck

BEN 36.7
1st

2nd
3rd
4th

Karma	Lou Sandoval, Martin
Sandoval, Jack
Buoscio
Free Radical	Robert Nelson &
Anthony Bowker
As You Wish
John Heaton
Adventure	Scott & Melissa
Conger

BEN 40.7
1st
2nd
3rd

Spanker	Dennis J. McDonnell,
James McDonnell
Das Boot
Jay & Cindy Muller
Sociable
Robert Arzbaecher

CRUISING 1
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Jug Band
Harry Simmon
Mirage
John Boyle
Roxy
Don Condit
Chaya Doin	Joshua Rubenstein,
Marc A. Rubenstein

CRUISING 2
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Intangible
Tom Falck
Chaika
Gene Kovalsky
Elysium 2
Frederick Bally
Jasmin	David Ormesher, Todd
Williamson

FARR 40
1st
2nd
3rd

Hot Lips
Christopher Whitford
Norboy	Leif Sigmond &
Marcus Thymian
Eagles Wings
John J. Gottwald

J/105
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Hobgoblin
Nosurprise
Utah

Richard Hobbs
David Irish
Bradley Faber

Hat Trick
Touch of Grey
Alpha Puppy

David Timmer
Larry Schell
Richard Stage

J/111
1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd

Caliente
Michael Steck
Triceratops	Jonathan & Lori
Alvord

3rd

Double Time

Gonzo
Kenneth Ganch
Send in the Clowns	Terry Timm & David
Laidlaw
Creative Destruction J. Carter Williams
Sealark
Clark Pellett
Southbound
Robert Amos

Martin Foster

SECTION 01
1st
2nd

MULTIHULL OVERALL
Caliente

James Murray

MULTIHULL CLASS

CRUISING OVERALL
Intangible

Callisto

David Bohl

ROYONO TROPHY
Windquest

3rd

Vern McCain

ILE AUX GALETS CUP
Infinate Diversion

Time Out
Doug Evans
1st
Momentus	Kevin Saedi/George & 2nd
Robin Simkins
3rd

1st
2nd
3rd

MACKINAC CUP
Odyssey

SECTION 08

1st
2nd

LEVEL 35

CHICAGO-MACKINAC TROPHY
Spirit Walker

J/109

3rd

Sagamore	Bob Zeman, Laura Z.
Martin, Tone Martin
Evolution	Terry Kohler & Pete
Reichelsdorfer
Chance	Patricia & Michael
Brotz

4th

Chewbacca
Peterson/Nimmer
Kokomo
Wesson Schulz
Trippwire	Martin Greydanus,
Scott Vander Linde,
Jim Hudson, Katie
Hudson
To The Moon
Robert Berg
Spirit Walker
Vern McCain
Majic
William Hoyer
Sirocco 3
Robert Klairmont
Badge
Daniel Koules
Renegade	Thomas & Beth Ann
Papoutsis

SECTION 04
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Big Meanie
Eagle
Dakota
Rogue

James Prendergast
Jerry & Shawn O’Neill
Steven Sickler
Peter Engel

SECTION 05
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Liberty
Quick Silver
Silk
Runaway

C. David Phelps
Gintaras Karaitis
Jud Brown
Tom Gorey

SECTION 06
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Rambler
Benjamin M. Wilson
Bozos Circus	Bruce Metcalf, Chris
Metcalf, Eric Metcalf
Challenge
Ray Teborek
Titan	DuMouchelle,
Schuttes, Aitken
Unknown Lady²
David L. Ward

SECTION 07
1st

3rd

Cynthia	Andrew Grootendorst
& James B. DeVries
Wave Dancer	James Hill & Michael
Sklar
Dandelion
Tom Jacobs

4th

Fast Tango

2nd

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Amateur II	Michael Platzke &
William Fagerstrom
Talisman	Kevin Mehaffey, Brian
Mehaffey
Retention
Mark & Joni Croll
Water Works
Mary Ann & Rick Lillie
Meat	Brian Kennalley,
Edward Mui, Craig
Roehl

TURBO
1st
2nd
3rd

Defiance
Dale Smirl
Denali
Rick Hennig
Natalie J.	Philip &
Sharon O’Niel III

North American Challenge Cup
AUGUST 1-4
1st

2nd

Tim Prophit

Shirley	Bridget Bodo/
William Howard, Brian
Peebles
Amy	Patrick LoDuca/
Alexander Stone,
Charles McClure

FREEDOM 20
1st

SECTION 03
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

T-10

SONAR

SECTION 02
1st
2nd
3rd

4th

Odyssey
David Bohl
Providence
Jerry & Greg Miarecki
Chamade	Richard Dickson/
Ralph J. Hanses
TFWB Relentless	George Petritz, Scott
Petritz

2nd

Jones	Bob E. Jones/Ken
Kelly
Everhart	Bonnie Everhart/
Maurice “Dan”
Daniher

Verve Offshore
AUGUST 7-9
BEN 36.7
1st
2nd
3rd

Tequila Mockingbird Chris Duhon
FOG
Charlie Wurtzebach
Joie de Vie
Donna Hastings

J/105
1st
2nd

The Asylum
Sealark

Jon Weglarz
Clark Pellett

Perseverance
Utah
Wooton

Bennet Greenwald
Brad Faber
WIlliam Smith

LaTempete
Vayu
Turning Point

Thomas Weber
Ron Buzil
David Hardy

Inferno
Norboy

Philip Dowd
Leif Sigmond

J/111
1st
2nd
3rd

BEN 40.7
1st
2nd
3rd

FARR 40
1st
2nd

T-10
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Winnebago
Meat
Retention
Mutiny
Out of the Blue

Tim Rathbun
Brian Kennalley
Mark Croll
John Schellenbach
Jeff Cross

1st

Evolution

Rich Reichelsdorfer

2nd

Details

Lance Smotherman

Eagle
Surface Tension

Shawn O’Neill
Jeffrey Schaefer

Northstar
Bozos Circus
Full Tilt

David Gustman
Bruce Metcalf
Peter Priede

ORR 1

ORR 2
1st
2nd

ORR 3
1st
2nd
3rd

Thomas R. Smith Sea Scout
Regatta
AUGUST 15
1st
2nd

Roman Plutemko
Martin Bonsager
Rick Strilky
Ben Marden/Cecily Marden
Andy Camarda/Markell Pool
John Schellenbach
Otto Hansen
Michael Schroff/Kimberly Feldman

LASER RADIAL
Skye Shepherd

Thomas Bowen
John Heaton
Martin Johnsson
Trey Sheehan

New Zealand
Great Britian
USA 2
USA 1

Dave Allerton
Lucy Hodges
Pauline Dowell
Michael Schwartz

USA 3
Great Britian
USA 1
New Zealand
USA 2

Howard Hughes
Laura Cammidge
Kris Scheppe
Benjamin Geddes
Karen Penrose

CLASS B3
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Washington University
University of Wisconsin
University of Wisconsin
Lake Forest College

OCTOBER 4
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Minnetonka High School
Arrowhead High School
New Trier High School
Loyola Academy
Latin School of Chicago

Donald Mense
Mark Teborek
Donald Maxwell

1st

Cretin Hop

Michael Leslie

2nd

Eclipse

Robert Cohen

RHODES 19
Zephyr
Nirvana
Bozo

Marc Culler
Thomas Wagner
Chris Metcalf

Preflight

Jacob Karlin

VIPER

Bucephalus

Scout
Cigare Volant
JEMKID

Dorsey Ruley
Bill Easom
Mark Levin

Jing Bang

David Finlay

Hiwassee
Slapshot
Big Meanie

Ian Fisher
Scott Sims
James Prendergast

Paradigm Shift
Liberty 2
Ob La Di!
Gwhiz

Dave Dickerson
Thomas A. Blasco
Rick Reed
Geoffrey Davis

T-10
1st

SPIN 1
1st
2nd
3rd

SPIN 2
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Racing Yacht Fleets Series
Season Championship
MAY 16-OCTOBER 3
ETCHELLS
1st
2nd
3rd

DIXIE
Julia
Brass Monkey

Fred Joosten
Richard Kaiser
Michael Frerker

Dauntless
Insidious
Sundance

Mark Passis
Gary Ropski
Michael Schwartz

Johnny Utah
Empeiria
Nitemare

Ryan Foley
John Heaton
Amy Neill

Wooton

William Smith

SHIELDS
1st
2nd
3rd

J/70
1st
2nd
3rd

J/111
1st

BEN 36.7
1st
2nd

Split Decision
Nick Norris
Tequila Mockingbird Chris Duhon

Andrea Krasinski

JIB AND MAIN
1st
2nd
3rd

On Edge
Safir III
Split Decision

Steve Dorfman
Robert Radway
Nick Norris

Rover
Amateur II
Water Works
Mutiny

Ken Colbert
Michael Platzke
Rick & Mary Ann Lillie
John Schellenbach

T-10
1st
2nd
2nd
3rd

COLGATE 26

1st

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

1st

ETCHELLS

1st
2nd
3rd

CLASS B2

1st
2nd
3rd

ONE-DESIGN

AUGUST 22-23
USA 1280
Resolute
Pyrate

Duane Farrar
David Brown
Sharon Grennan
Scott Ford
Russell Lowry

MAY 20-SEPTEMBER 30

Verve Inshore
1st
2nd
3rd

JAM / CRUISING
USA 1
Canada
Great Britian
USA 2
New Zealand

Belmont Skyline Series

J/70 Great Lakes
Championship
1st
Reach Around
2nd
Empeiria
3rd
Aquaholiks
4th	Hooligan/
Flat Stanley Racing

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

High School Autumn Classic

VANGUARD 15

AUGUST 21

MAY 20-SEPTEMBER 9

CLASS B1

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

LASER

1st

SEPTEMBER 9-13

SEPTEMBER 26-27

AUGUST 15-16

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Monroe Skyline Series

Timme Angsten Memorial
Regatta

Neenan/Neenan
Ermentrout/Johnson

Talbot Regatta
1st
2nd
3rd

Blind Sailing Worlds

OFFSHORE SPINNAKER
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Inferno
Eagle
Scarlet Begonias
Barracuda

COLUMBIA YACHT CLUB

Goose Island COLORS Regatta
JUNE 5-7
DISTANCE – PHRF OFFSHORE
1st
2nd
3rd

Defiance
Solitary
Hokey Smoke

Dale Smirl
Jeremy Alexis
Richard Stearns

DISTANCE - MAC CRUISING
Philip Dowd
Shawn O’Neill
Kevin Foote
David Hughes

1st

Jug Band

Harry Simmon

FARR 40
1st
2nd

Norboy	Leif Sigmond /
Marcus Thymian
Hot Lips
Christopher Whitford

T-10
1st
2nd
3rd

Retention
Mark Croll
Winnebago
Tim Rathbun
Meat	Brian Kennalley,
Edward Mui, Craig
Roehl

FLEET-PHRF

J/105
1st
2nd
3rd

The Asylum
Jon Weglarz
Gonzo
Kenneth Ganch
Valhalla	Mike & Kathie
Newman

J/109
1st

Full Tilt

Peter Priede

J/111
1st

Rowdy

Richard Witzel

BEN 36.7
1st
2nd
3rd

FOG	Charlie Wurtzebach/
Mike Bird
Soulshine
Jarrett Altmin
Tried & True
Robert K. Foley

BEN 40.7
1st
2nd
3rd

Sociable
Vayu
Turning Point

Robert Arzbaecher
Ron Buzil
David Hardy

PHRF 1
1st

Eagle

Shawn/Jerry O’Neill

Chicago-Michigan City-Chicago

1st
2nd

3rd
4th

J/105
1st
1st
2nd

1st

2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Meat	Brian Kennalley,
Edward Mui, Craig
Roehl
Jug Band
Harry Simmon
Soulshine
Jarrett Altmin
Kuttys Ark
McGinnis-Morrissey
Liberty 2
Tom & Ginny Blasco
Hope
Michael Leland

PHRF-SPIN 2
1st

Eagle

1st

Jug Band
Liberty 2
Runaway

1st

Kuttys Ark
Hope

McGinnis-Morrissey
Michael Leland

BEN 36.7
1st
2nd

Soulshine
Jarrett Altmin
Tequila Mockingbird Chris Duhon

Fran Byrne

AUGUST 16

FARR40
Inferno
Hot Lips

Phillip Dowd
Christopher Whitford

T-10
1st
2nd

3rd

Erica
Brian Kaczor
Mutiny
John Schellenbach
Meat	Brian Kennalley,
Edward Mui, Craig
Roehl

FLEET-PHRF
1st
2nd

Mutiny
John Schellenbach
Meat	Brian Kennalley,
Edward Mui, Craig
Roehl

Leukemia Cup Regatta
AUGUST 22
1st
2nd
3rd

Skidmarks
Lou Jacob
Meat	Brian Kennalley,
Edward Mui, Craig
Roehl
Mutiny
John Schellenbach

1st
2nd
3rd

Allegro
Canal Street
Aestas

Cary Elmore
Mike McDermott
Mary Alyce Blum

Obsession
Tempest
De Da’s Toy

Matt Nurre
Hank Kalmus
Theodore Graves

On Edge
Steve Dorfman
Liberty 2	Thomas & Virginia
Blasco
Cookie Monster	Peter Goldman

CATALINA
1st
2nd
3rd

Iset
Dog House
Karizmaddie

Stuart Friedman
Ryan Johnson
Paul Thompson

Soulshine

Jarrett Altmin

Ratty

David Brezina

Jahazi
Full Tilt
Free Agent

Lori Giampoli
Pete Priede
Miles DePaepe

Radiance
Whisper
Archimedes III

Benjamin White
Thomas Barnes
Joe Hummel

BEN 36.7
1st

T-10
1st

PHRF 2
1st
2nd
3rd

PHRF 3

Skyway Yacht Works 3 Crib
Fiasco
AUGUST 29

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

1st
2nd
3rd

Wooton
Cheap Thrill
Circus
Sorcerer
Full Tilt

Bill Smith
Nancy Snyder
Jim Calto
Don Draper
Pete Priede

Bob Moretti
Myrna Stein
Pat Reynolds

Sorcerer
Sail Monkey
Soul Shine

Don Draper
Bill McGuinn
Jarrett Altmin

Chicago to St. Joe
SEPTEMBER 4
FARR 40
1st

Bandit	Arvid Eiesland & Joe
Kestler

PHRF-CRUISING-SPIN
1st

No Reverse

Bob Horenkamp

T-10
1st

JAM 2
1st
2nd
3rd

Off Duty
Perico
Mise en Place

AUGUST 29

T-10
1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd
3rd

Karma Yacht Sales Lake
Michigan Beneteau Cup

JAM 1

AUGUST 1
1st
2nd

Tequila Mockingbird Chris Duhon

JAM 3

PHRF-SPIN 5
1st
2nd

Norboy	Leif Sigmond &
Marcus Thymian
Hot Lips
Christopher Whitford

Mayor Daley

Shawn O’Neill
Harry Simmon
Tom & Ginny Blasco
Tom Gorey

Norboy	Leif Sigmond &

FLEET-PHRF
1st

CRUISING SPINNAKER

1st
2nd
3rd

Marcus Thymian

PHRF-SPIN 3
1st
2nd
3rd

David Hardy
Jay & Cindy Muller

FARR40

BEN 36.7

FLEET-PHRF

Turning Point
Das Boot

AUGUST 2

T-10

2nd

Team The Asylum

Chester Kuttner

2nd

Meat	Brian Kennalley,
Edward Mui, Craig
Roehl
Silver Surfer
Andrew Nicoletti

The Asylum

BEN 40.7

JUNE 26
1st

Mutiny
John Schellenbach
Meat	Brian Kennalley,
Edward Mui, Craig
Roehl
Lightning	Bob Warnecke/Steve
Karstrand
Retention
Mark Croll

2nd
3rd

Meat	Brian Kennalley,
Edward Mui, Craig
Roehl
Cheap Thrill
Nancy & Tim Snyder
Water Works
Rick & Mary Ann Lillie

FLEET-PHRF
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Quicksilver
Das Boot
No Quarter
Scout
Cynthia
Madcap

Gintaras Karaitis
Jay & Cindy Muller
Mark & Colin Caliban
Dorsey Ruley
James De Vries
John Hoskins

Vytis
Sealark
Flying Pig

Gytis & Tomas Petkus
Clark Pellett
Mike Sheppard

J/105
1st
2nd
3rd

PHRF-SPIN 1
1st
2nd

Defiance
Thirsty Tiger

Dale Smirl
Albert D’Ottavio

PHRF-SPIN 2
1st
2nd
3rd

No Quarter
Scout
Eagle

Mark & Colin Caliban
Dorsey Ruley
Shawn O’Neill

Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Offshore Regatta
SEPTEMBER 25-27
1st

PHRF-SPIN 3
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Quicksilver
Gintaras Karaitis
Madcap
John Hoskins
Momentus	Kevin Saedi &
George Simkins
Liberty 2
Tom & Ginny Blasco

2nd

3rd

PHRF-SPIN 4
1st
2nd
3rd

Dandelion
RAMBLER
Silk

Tom Jacobs
Benjamin Wilson
Jud Brown

South Florida	Michael Trebilcock,
Sean Cornell, Scott
Ewing, Brendan
Feeney, Josh Holden,
Orrin Starr
Wisconsin	Whitney Kent, Alex
Lulewicz, Indigo
Leslie, Ian Walter,
Megan McMahon
Michigan	Lane Tobin, D.J. Litts,
Braden Engstrom,
Alex Brown, Trevor
Goodrum, Grant
Glover

PHRF-SPIN 5
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Cynthia
Truant
Viper
Geronimo

James De Vries
Walter Kawula
F. William Laslow
Richard Gravengood

Sail Monkey
Split Decision

William McGuinn
Mark D. Norris

Das Boot

Jay & Cindy Muller

BEN 36.7
1st
2nd

BEN 40.7
1st

JACKSON PARK YACHT CLUB

Lutz Regatta

MAY 20–SEPTEMBER 9
1st
2nd
3rd

Cookie Monster
SKYE
Tempest

Peter Goldman
Jeff & Jane Hoswell
Hank Kalmus

Trident
Genuine Draft
Petit Plasir

Jeff Janicek
Kevin McCarter
Roland Simonis

NEWBIE
1st
2nd
3rd

1st

Winnebago
Skidmarks
Erica

Tim Rathbun
Lou Jacobs
Brian & Mike Kaczor

Renegade
Tom Papoutsis
Tequila Mockingbird Chris Duhon
Soulshine
Jarrett Altmin

SPIN 2
1st
2nd
3rd

Whisper
Thomas Barnes
Peregrine
Mark & Jackie Stoll
Measure for Measure Brian Tobin

SPIN 3
1st
2nd
3rd

3rd

PHRF-SPIN 3
1st
2nd

Truant
Planxty
Warp Drive

Walter Kawula
Dennis Bartley
Carl Stineman

Tom & Ginny Blasco
Joe Hummel

Michigan City to Chicago
SEPTEMBER 7
PHRF-SPIN 3
1st
2nd

Runaway
Maskwa

Tom Gorey
Don Waller

PHRF-SPIN 5
1st
2nd

Kuttys Ark
Cahoots

McGinnis-Morrissey
Mark Schermerhorn

SPINNAKER
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Witch-Craft
Andele`
Mise en Place
Mischief
Angry Sloth

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

David Hardy
Ron Buzil

AUGUST 29

De Da’s Toy
Night Watch
Simple Justice
Xenodochium IV

Defiance

Dale Smirl

Eagles Wings

John Gottwald

James Webb
Richard Baumann
Paul Thompson
David Travis
Kristopher Reichert
Theodore Graves
Jim Lett
Stanley Hill
James Des Jardins

Overall Boat of the Year
De Da’s Toy

FARR 40
1st

Liberty 2
Archimedes II

Turning Point
Vayu

Lutz Long Distance Race
1st

Pura Vida
John Kalanik
Salsa	Jim & Ann Marie
Gignac
Renegade	Thomas & Beth Ann
Papoutsis

JIB & MAIN

SPIN 1
1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd

The Asylum	Team The Asylum

BEN 40.7
1st
2nd

Albert D’Ottavio
Mark Hauf

PHRF-SPIN 2

PHRF-SPIN 1

T-10
1st
2nd
3rd

Winnebago
Tim Rathbun
Mutiny
John Schellenbach
Meat	Brian Kennalley,
Edward Mui, Craig
Roehl

J/105

JAM

Thirsty Tiger
Imedi

JUNE 3-SEPTEMBER 9

T-10

Wednesday Beer Can Series

1st
2nd

Wednesday Beer Can Series

AUGUST 29
1st
2nd
3rd

PHRF-SPIN 1

Theodore Graves

JOSEPH CONRAD YACHT CLUB

Bi State: St. Joseph to Chicago

Regatta for the Gold Button of
the Commodore

SEPTEMBER 6

JULY 25

PHRF JAM
1st

Program

Warren Levins

Hot Lips

Christopher Whitford

FARR 40
1st

T-10
1st

2nd
3rd

Meat	Brian Kennalley,
Edward Mui, Craig
Roehl
Amateur II	Michael Platzke &
William Fagerstrom
Liberty
Raymond R. Douglas

J/105
1st
2nd
3rd

Esprit d’Ecosse
Striking
Phantom

Judith & Ross McLean
Vanessa L. Gates
Peter Schwarzbach

GROUP 1
1st
2nd
3rd

Yellow Mellow
Koko Loko 2
Erizo De Mar

Waldemar Emmerich
Tomasz Kokocinski
Antoni Czupryna

Olenka
Carola
Dream

Marek Wojda
Zibi Mejfeld
Peter Lisicki

GROUP 2
1st
2nd
3rd

Joseph Conrad Regatta
AUGUST 29
GROUP 1
1st
2nd
3rd

Erizo De Mar
Koko Loko 2
Grytviken

Antoni Czupryna
Tomasz Kokocinski
Piotr Madrzyk

GROUP 2
1st
2nd
3rd

Olenka
Marek Wojda
Somewhere in Time Michal Golabek
Carola
Zibi Mejfeld

MIDWEST OPEN RACING FLEET

Performance Series
MAY 16-JUNE 27
Dobiehouse

Kevin Lynch

SPIN CLASS 4/5
1st

Whisper	Tom Barnes & Janet
Holden

2nd

Tenacity

Peter Cooper

SPIN CLASS 6/7
1st

Exeter

SEPTEMBER 26-27
JAM
1st

John Notch

Competition Series

Dionysus

1st
2nd

Solitary
Jeremy Alexis
Whisper	Tom Barnes & Janet
Holden
Gaucho	Diane & Mark
Bouckaert

SPIN CLASS 6/7
1st

Exeter

John Notch

2nd

Temerity

Doug Baker

Weather Mark Tavern Sprint
Regatta
JUNE 6
JAM

JULY 5-AUGUST 30

1st

JAM

SPIN CLASS 4/5

1st

Final Draft

Ed & Mary Tamminga

1st

Jeremy Alexis
Peter Cooper

2nd

SPIN CLASS 4/5
1st
2nd

Solitary
Tenacity

SPIN CLASS 6/7
1st

Exeter

John Notch

Long Distance Series

1st

1st

JUNE 21-AUGUST 23
1st
2nd

Gaucho	Diane & Mark
Bouckaert
Whisper
Steve Koga & Assoc.

Hank Kalmus

SPIN CLASS 4/5
2nd

Whisper	Tom Barnes &
Janet Holden
Measure for Measure Brian Tobin

SPIN CLASS 6/7
1st
2nd
3rd

Erica
Skidmarks
Lightning

Brian Kaczer
Lou Jacob
Steve Karstrand

MAY 30
SPIN
1st

Tenacity

Peter Cooper

Skipper’s Club Long Distance
Race
AUGUST 29
SPIN
1st
2nd
3rd

Exeter
John Notch
Gaucho	Diane &
Mark Bouckaert
Shoestring
Jay Grizzell

Boat of the Year
BUOY RACING, JAM
Dobiehouse

Kevin Lynch

BUOY RACING, SPIN
Exeter
Solitary

John Notch
Jeremy Alexis

LONG DISTANCE RACING, SPIN
Tenacity

Peter Cooper

Carl Stineman

Measure for Measure Brian Tobin
Whisper	Tom Barnes & Janet
Holden

3rd

Tenacity

Peter Cooper

SPIN CLASS 6/7
Exeter

John Notch

Crowley’s Sprint Regatta
AUGUST 2

1st
2nd

Dobiehouse

Kevin Lynch
Verve Offshore J111s - photo credit: Zachary James Johnston

Tenacity
Esprit d’Ecosse

Peter Cooper
Ross & Judith McLean

SPIN CLASS 6/7
1st

Planxty

Dennis Bartley

Dominic Marano/Skyway Yacht
Works Regatta
AUGUST 16
JAM
1st

Commodore’s Cup

Warp Drive

Carl Stineman

SPIN CLASS 4/5

SEPTEMBER 20

1st

JAM

Final Draft

Ed & Mary Tamminga

SPIN

Solitary

Jeremy Alexis

68

Warp Drive

SPIN CLASS 4/5

JAM

1st

John Notch

1st
2nd

1st

MAY 19- SEPTEMBER 2
Tempest

Gene and Jane Zimmer
Memorial Long Distance Race

JAM

Beer Can Series
1st

Exeter

John Notch

SPIN CLASS 4/5

1st

SPIN

Whisper	Tom Barnes & Janet
Holden
Nirvana
David Hoff

Exeter

JUNE 20

SPIN

Lady Skipper Series

Keith Mohill

1st

UK-Halsey Sprint Regatta
JAM

Tenacity
Peter Cooper
Gaucho	Diane & Mark
Bouckaert

Starship

SPIN CLASS 6/7

SPIN CLASS 6/7

MAY 30-AUGUST 29
1st
2nd

Edward Valente Jr.

SPIN CLASS 4/5

3rd

JAM
1st

Goose Island MORF Open Area III

2nd
3rd

Whisper	Tom Barnes & Janet
Holden
Tenacity
Peter Cooper
Unknown Lady 2
David Ward
13FiftyRacing

Photo credit, Jen Edney

